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FOREWORD

It is imperative that the yc ,At of today learn to
accept the privileges and respons , ilities required to live

in a democratic society. To ap ) eciate fully these re-
sponsibilities and privileges, yo 1 h must be given an

understanding of their rich herit4 a and of the problems

of contemporary society. Teach, s of the social studies

should recognize not only the n , essity of giving youth

an understanding
and appreciati 11 of the past, but also

the necessity of helping them alize the demands of

present-day social problems. Ch 1 ge and progress appear

to be the certainties in our socie, '.

The Language Arts-Social
developed with three primary r

establish unity of purpose and

guage arts-social studies instruct
the teacher in presenting an orc

of cont , in grades seven and
teacher to recognize the relation

the prnentday problems of
teachers, particularly of lang,
teachers, is to cause new cone,
to emerge and to strengthen the
To fulfill this role, the teach,
value of the learners assisting i

tudies Guide has been
rposes in mind; IS) to

viewpoint in the lan-
nal program, (2) to aid
ly scope and sequence
;ht and (3) to help the
hips of this content to
ing. The role of all
ge arts-social studies
is and understandings
3SIC democratic values.
should recognize the
defining their goals in

terms of their maturity end participating in the scien.

tific process of solving problems as suggested in this

guide.

It should be noted that this guide is printed in ten-

tative form for teacher:: evaluations. When a revision of

this guide is made, it will be based on teachers' exper-

iences, evaluations and suggestions. Your careful review

of this guide and your suggestions for improvement are

requested.

Acknowledgement is made of the fine work of the

committee members in the production of this guide.

Their untiring interest, ability and efforts applied to this

task are appreciated. The Department of Instruction is

anxious to observe this program in use, to study its re-

sults and to receive the comments
and suggestions of the

users.

It is hoped that he who reads will attempt to apply

what he reads; that he who applies will evaluate, suggest,

and criticize; most of all, it is hoped that he who applies

profits.



INTRODUCTION

The junior nigh schools are concerned with
the development of a curriculum which meets the
particular needs of children during adolescence.
This is a pericd of many changes during which
pupils experiences rapid growth resulting in a
heightened awareness of self and curiosity
concerning the world around them. They are
effected by emotional drives they do not under-
stand which should be channeled into constructive
learning and living activities. Early adolescents
show an intense interest in problems arising out
of their environment. They are curious about
social, economic, and pclAtical conditions and
trends, and about motivations and ideas which
explain the behavior of human beings. They want
to examine the varied facets of immediate personal
and social problems GC that, together with their
peers, they may arrive at possible solutions.

In the language arts and social studies
program, children are taught how to make full use
of the resources of their environment and to work
toward the solution of their problems.

This experimental program in the junior high
schools is developed in accordance with the
objectives for education formulated by the
Department of Instruction. The language arts and
social studies program reflects the philosophy
of education for social living and general com-
petency growing out of individual and group
experiences. The junior high school eighth
grade language arts and social studies curriculum
is to be taught by one teacher in a two and one-half
hour block of time. The language arts and social
studies program provides:

1. A program in which the skills ma/ be
taught effectively in relation to the purposes for
which they are used. These skills should include
the fundamental tools of learning, reading, writing,
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speaking, listening and critical thinking, as well as
the skills necessary for good citizenship in a democrati
society. Since the teacher has fewer pupils for longer
periods of time than the departmentalized program permit
the teacher knows pupils' deficiencies and strengths
better and can make greater provisions for individual
differences.

2. A two and one-half hour block of time which
offers opportunity for more effective learning than is
possible in a one-period schedule. The longer period of
time allows for a flexible program which permits a
breakdown of subject lines and places fewer restrictions
upon the materials and activities that may be used in the
classroom. It also provides an opportunity for the
teacher to meet individual differences in a class with
a wile range of abilities.

3. A better guidance program. A language arts-
social studies teacher has more time to work with the
pupil. In addition, the teacher has at hand adequate
information concerning the pupil, such as cumulative
records, results of achievement tests, reading tests
and interest inventories. Therefore, the language arts-
social studies education teacher is in a better position
to help the pupil than a teacher having more pupils for
a shorter period of time. Classroom activities built
upon the interests and needs of the pupils enable the
teacher to handle and solve most of the discipline
problems.

4. A schedule that permits a teacher to plan field
trips and meaningful, activities out of the classroom
without disrupting other classes. Thus, no hardship is
imposed upon either teachers or pupils.

5. A reduced teacher -soil load. It is estimated
that in this situation a full-time teacher will have
about 90 to 10i pupils per day wheteas a departmental
teacher has about 150 to 175 pupils per day (5 classes
of approximately 30 each). Fewer students make possible



a closer relationship between the pupil and
the teacher and a reduction it the clerical
work necessary in keeping records. Less

clerical work provides additional time for
the increased teacher-planning whicl. becomes
necessary because of the variety of subjects
taught in the block of time and the additional
activities necessary to a well - developed
program.

Learning is a change in behavior. If

pupils are to have worthwhile educational
experiences in the classroom, the teacher
should assure responsibility for providing
the most favorable conditions to bring about
desirable behavioral changes.

If for example, a pupil is to learn hew
to work on his own, the teacher makes possible
situations in which the individual student
develops his skills, builds self-confidence,
accepts his limitations as uell as his strengths,
overcomes fears, develops understandings and
endeavors to bring his prejudices under control.
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If a pupil is to learn how to get aloe; with others,
it it the teacher's responsibility to proviGe a variety
of group experiences through which he leer 3 to work with
his peers.

Teachers need to know the aims and purposes of
education in order to develop the knowle,,ge and under-
standings for guidance; habits and skills for perfor-
mance; attitudes and appreciations for lApfulness in
order to bring about happiness and satisfaction at differ-
ent levels of school work.

To enable the teacher to correlate the two areas,
language arts and social studies, it is necessary to
establish not only generalized goals but also specific
objectives,

It is the perogative of the teacher to add to or
delete, or to begin and expand into various directions
in the teaching of social studies.

The teacher shall decide which skills her pupils
are deficient in and stress these areas, or delete skills
which her pupils do not need in language arts.
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GENERAL OBJECTINES

This Suggested Guide f ^r Deelcping the
Langtage Studies Program is n:,1 a
preszliptiof, to be exp3,ciJi allowed by Is a
compilsricn ot mar6, ai.d ti3ri.d Euggesticn i,. to

help the tea,hei in ,:veicping teaching
soggesiionr st!mvlare further

thInking ?5 a ,ataiyst Jr. the pl't,-

ducton of unit planning

The fclicwIng are he general object/ve5
which have been the direLting fortes in the
devolcpmeut cf this guide:

To identify the basic principles and
problems related to lang'.agc arts and social
studies that have a bearing on planning.

To clew some of the general characteristics
of early adolescents which have implications
for education.

To examine the skills, understandings,
and attitudes inherent in the areas of study.

To provide a suggested scope and sequence
for the curriculum development.

To suggest generalizations, concepts, and

re1.3ted ideas would asi,iar in 6.-,e

of infa:mition ar.. activr.ties.

To furnish ac-ii:tiei,
teazLing aids, and evaluoie p:o..a.fet, n,ildLlg

learn.og unit.

Tc pfei.%d,f a means let the .:ache: crgt-
Ire materials so that the f,isicn of Siang,age ar:s and
soclal stud;er tan be mad: mcc reselly

To help th-7 teacher in.:iodc Jr. the ...earn]:.6 units

certain values bas :c to edv.eton in a dcmcL:a(y

To tilize the appropriate recces of the scho,7,1
and community appropriate to the turrIculur-

To make provision for having instriArional matetiaL
available.

To furnish sufficient flexibility so that the
teacher may provide for individual needs, abilities,
interests, backgrounds, and personality structures

To sensitize the teacher to the need for teacher-
pupil planning and for guiding the learning experiences.



PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS"

In developing this guide for language arts-social
studies a review of basic principles and characteristics
relative to the adolescent was made: that is, opportuni-
ties for self expression, deolopment of leadership, end!
viduality, and other qualities necessary and important to
this age revel; developmental char4ctPristics peculiar to
this group which have implications for the principles
considered.

These are so significant, especially to the humani-
tarian asnects so integral in the Language Arts-Social
Studies Curriculum, that a sampling review is being in
cluded in this guide.

basic principles and problems to be considered in
planning and using the Language Arts-Social Studies
junior high curriculum:

Provision is made for pupils to assume increas-
ing responsibility for making decisions involving both
individual and group action, and for carrying out plans
to implement these decisions.

In applying this principle in the classroom,
'he teacher should emphasize the identification of prob-
lems which concern the individual and the group and
make provision for the solution of these problems. The
teacher will also need to inierpret the problems of socie-
ty in such a way as to assist the pupils in gaining under-
standing of the society in which they live. In most cases
this process will begin with their immediate problems of
living.

Pupils increasingly share in the determination
of the goals to be achieved in each !earning activity and
in the making of plans to achieve these goals.

It has been said that one who always serves
the purpose of another cannot be free; he is a slave of
the one whose purposes or goals he serves. Therefore,
the teacher, in applying this principle to tos learning pro-
cess, should use pupil-teacher planning with active pupil
participation insofar as possible. If the pupils are per-
mitted to participate in setting goals, they are more apt
to see the significance of them, to accept them as their
own, and to work with more interest and purpose in the
everyday class procedures toward their achievement.

Pupils increasingly participate in the process
of evaluating both individual and group growth toward
recognized and accepted goals.

When the learners assist in defining their goats
and participate in evaluating their own progress and
achievement, the goals become meaningful. When the
teacher alone does the evaluating, the lsarner is likely to
make pleasing the teacher his goal. As a result he serves
the teacher rather than gaining freedom for himself.

Activities appropriate to the interests, abilities
and needs of all adolescents within the area served by
the school are included in the program.

American- public education is committed to
the principle of "education for all youth." This is par-
ticularly true In the case of the junior high age pupil be-
cause of compulsory school attend:nce laws. Logically

'An Adaptation of: kukig faf i &ail& A. Grades Seven, Eight, ar,d Nine, Publication No. 101G, State De-
partment of Missouri, 1965.
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and morally, rublic schools are responsible for setting
up an educatio al program sufficiently broad in scope
and flexible in nature to include the interests, abilities
and needs of all youth. Youth of this age level differ
profoundly, but they have many things in common.
For example, al! can learn to some degree; however, the
rate of learning is different. All need affection; how-
ever, they respond differently to affection. All such
diff-lences and likenesses should be considered when or-
ganizing a program for the early adolescents.

Program provides appropriate activities to
make it possible for each pupil to experience success.

Constant failures in the teaming process, often
caused by experiences which are inappropriate to the
ability, interests and needs of the lamer, lead to frus-
trated personilitl apathy and irresponsibility. Success-
ful experiences ..arning which are appropriate to the
!earner, and the goal which he accepts, lead, on the
other hand, hi a balanced peruonality, a desire for further
!earning, and a feeling of responsibility and security.

Prc gram -rtakes it possih,/e for pupils to gain
an understanding of varying value systems of different

socio-economic class groups and to develop a More con-
sistent value system of their own.

Many lifetime values are established during
early adolescence. In any school there are pupils with
many and varied backgrounds and value systems. The
junior higii school program should make it possible for
all pupils to become aware of their own la lues, to ex
amine then in the light of their origin, and to compare
them with other individual or group values. The school
program should provide opportunities in all :object mat-
ter areas which develop and strengthen the basic demo-
cratic vale es.

Program provides activities desisned to help
young adolescents deal with problems that are unique
to their ale group.

Effective learning at any education level takes
place when the learner is engaged in experiences which
he recognizes as being of concern to him; th,f, efore, the
curriculum should provide many oppert ities for
youth to deal with his own problems.

WaA,Ps to make application of the prelc pies in the
classroom are many and varied; however, a s Wing fol-
lows. I r order to most successfully accomplish such ap-
plicatiors, the general development chaleKteristics of
the adolescent appropriate to these principles are also
noted.

I ()



Applications of the Basic Principles as Related to Developmental Characteristics:

The early adolescent desires outlets for self-expressior.

Some indications of this characteristic:

Desires to participate in creative and manipulative
activities.

likes to argue and to hear the sound of his own
voice and to express his own ideas.

Has tendency to copy speech pattern from person
he is idolizing at the time.

Determine to have his own way.

The early adolescent is concerned about his relationship
with other people.

Some indications of this characteristic:

Desires to become useful and accepted.

Has an inclination to question adult conduct and
standards.

Has difficulty in getting along with people, tends
to blame others.

4

How the teacher can help:

Provide handwork for pupils to explore and de-
velop new skills.

Capitalize on this trait in allowing pupils to work
in class and group discussion.

Provide through recordings and audio aids good
voice and speech examples, explain voice change.

Offer opportunities for teaching "living with the
consequence" and emphasize the trial- and -error
method in experimentation; don't take advantage
of his inexperience; be sympathetic.

How the teacher can help:

Provide experiences to help pupils feel useful E. n d
accepted in the classroom.

Sponsor pupil-teacher and pupil-parent discussion
groups, present units of work which will teach the
basic concepts of respect, customs and culture.

Provide for frequent changes in membership groups;
promote many group projects.

11



The early adolescent tries to achieve independence with-
out losing his security.

Some indications of this characteristic:

Is willing to work hard to gain some recognition.

Has tendency to regress to childish ways to regain
or insure security.

Desires to be grown up.

Desires to make his own choices and decisions.

The early adolescent strives to develop personal values.

Some indications of this characteristic:

Accepts explanations and decisions that are reached
through reasoning.

Adheres to his code of behavior which is based on
a concern about right and wrong.

Exhibits a keen sense of loyalty.

Has a desire to reconcile events or happenings he
observes with idealistic teaching.

5

How the teacher can help:

Provide for many successes in the classroom.

Provide participation in many adultlike situations
where responsibility is taught and required.

Promote activities which provide for adultlike ways
of behavior.

Utilize teacher-pupil planning and guide assign-
ments and activities.

How the teacher can help:

Set up classroom situations involving problem-sol-
ving procedures.

Offer opportunities for participation in evaluating
class rules, achievements and projects.

Organize projects where this trait can be exercised,
such as contests, debates, etc.

Plan activities, at certain times, of a historic and
Patriotic nature; encourage formal ceremonies on
certain occasions, such as the pledge to the flag.

12



The early adolescent wants to participate as a respon
stile member of school and home society.

Some indications of this characteristic: How the teacher can help:

Wants to be socially accepted.

Has urge to be a full-fledged citizen.

Bring in community leaders for discussion of social
acceptance; plan events through which all pupils
are accepted socially.

Promote activities which give experience in parli
rnentary procedure, voting, campaigning and group
decisions.

Desires to participate in planning, accepting r.nd re Plan for cooperative participation which involves
jecting suggestions. discussing, committee reporting, and evaluating.

The early adolescent wants to learn new skills and gain
additional knowledge which ultimately leads to indepeo
dence.

Some indication; of this characteristic: How the teacher can help:

Is interested in gathering information and develop- Promote improved instruction in the basic skills of
ing :meaningful skills. reading, writing, and spelling.

Desires a better understanding of his own ability.

Desires to learn many skills.

Is an enthusiastic and avid reader.

These guiding principles and development char.
acteristics are by no means complete but are meant to
serve as a point of departure for further stuJy.

6/7

Provide a well balanced program of guidance and
testing.

Supply sufficient activities and visual teaching aids
for application of the skills learned.

Provide library opportunities and guidarce in read-
ing activities,

13
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Special Lids for the Teacher

A 14011D TO ME TEAChER

* "The teachet sh rld always be mindful
the fact that there i3 an intJ.mate relatiorili:.
between the nature ar:rubstrnce of the stInalr
he n:ofides in the classroom and the process U;
which the learner rt,!. Ives this stimulus, :nte-

grates it in his mini ant: covertly or overtly

responds tt, lt, now , il the future '

The teacher andi a.udencs should plan re

clerstoom responsibidlties thtoughout the
year so that:

Each child is i!,de to feel important.
i

"Loners" are glpen jobs in whici, they
must work with othurs.

-k committee allow stv ents to as!une
leadership and resq;rasibillties,

Students word faith many members of tl.e
class.

if

Boys and giti:f work together.

Students be given jobs of res;tm-
sibility in whic./ !they can succeed.

Students pei- orm in a variety of fields.

Students ey wate themselves and others.

The entirei lass assumes responsibLity.

Cool organization creates a more disci-
plined classroom. Example: t:

members !.1- the class, rorrtific Ev- that every
student has a job often Jobs might .,ccIndc:

writing assignment on board and erasing sire
next day: living out papers, books and other
materials; taking up papers, books and other
materials; carrying attenda-re slip to oli;ce;
preparing for TV, films, overhead protector,
etc. Students ,7 :astruct a Responsibility. Chart
on which jobs are listed

be enthusiastic yourself since your atti-
tude overflows to the students.

Take time to discuss the objectives for
the year with the students and ask them for
suggestions of activities they would like to
do to accomplish the objectives

11ith the students plan some evaluation
fur each unit other than a test. The extra
evaluation might be a play, skit, exhibit,
living museum, or open-house for other students
and/or parents.

Every paper checked should receive two
grades, one for content and one for correct
usage.

Return checked papers the following day.
Go over papers in class, discuss and explain
corrections. The use of an overhead projector
makes this procedure easier and faster.

*Gibson, S., New Frontiers in the Social Studies.

8
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Use pretests, check tests, and mastery tests
from Building Better English, (8), pp. 311T-366T.

Keep a dictionary in every desk and insist
on students using it.

Insist on use of Slant Line Guide in all
written work.

Use sentences, naragraphs, and descriptive
passages from related content area to teach
Language Arts Skills.

Write the assignment the board and leave
it there until ready to write next assignment.

Reserve a section of the bulletin board
for display of students' work.

The teacher should write detailed plans
for each week's work. The purpose of the
weekly plans are:

To list activities of the unit.

To plan lessons in skills, literature,
writing, speaking.

To develop a free reading program.

To develop a spelling program,

To develop an interest in current
events.

To list resources cnd materials.

To determine evaluation measures.

9

AGENDA

2i HOURS

Social Studies Word List of Vocabulary
words

Spelling and Writing

Social Studies

English

Literature

I 0I

10 min.

30 min.

40 min.

30 min.

40 min.



Suggestions from the Teacher

This guide was formulated by a committee of teachers. You are requested to tear out this
sheet at the end of the year and return it to the Language Arts - Social Studies division at the
central office with suggestions for improvement, both additions and deletions.

16



A LESSON PLAN GUIDE

Purposes:
What am I trying to do?
What wauld my pupils' related purposes likely be?

Materials:
What materials will help me to achieve my pur-
poses?

Materials for my own preparation and use?
Materials for pupil use?

Methods:
What techniques seem most suitable for us ng these
materiels to achieve my purposes?

Lecture? Demonstration? Supervised study?
Socialized recitation? Committee work? Aud-
io-visual?

Getting Started:
How will I get started with the class?

Relate activities to the past and/or future.
Show the "why" of the activity to pupils if
not apparent to them and genuinely accepted
by them.
Provision for routine matters, as attendance
checks, so as not to interfere with opening
learning activity.

11

Changing Pace:
How wig I change pace from one activity to an-
other without confusion and disorder?
How will I decide onthespot when the time is ripe
for such changes?

Concluding the Lesson:
How will I bring the lesson to a fitting close?
What required or suggested assignments will I make
to the individuals, looking forward to the next
day's activities?
What will I do with a few minutes of extra time if
we finish our work before the end of the period?

Special Items:
Routine matters: Have I provided for them?
Motivation: What problems will I meet? How will
I meet them?
Discipline: What positive forms of behavior control
can I employ?
Individual differences: How, specifically, can I pro-
vide for them in my lesson plan?
Evaluating and grading: What tests, or other form
of evaluation, should I use to check on what I have
actually taught?



PURPOSES:

MATERIALS:

METHODS:

GETTING STARTED:

CHANGING PACE:

CONCLUDING THE LESSON:

SPECIAL ITEMS:

A LESSON PLAN GUIDE

12 Is



LESSON PLAN NUMBER: DATE:

SUBJECT:

OBJECTIVES:

PROCEDURES: STUDENT ACTIVITIES: CONTENT:

EVALUATION:

13
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CHECK TEST I

CAPITALIZATION

Capitalization: Deduct 1 point for each wrong
capital or each omitted one,
Punctuation: Deduct 1 oint for each wrong
mark or each omitted one, In C, deduct 1

point for error in placing quotation marks
wrongly in relation to other marks.

DIRECTIONS: Cross out each incorrect small
letter. Avove, write a capital. (The numbers
in parentheses refer to the rules that apply)

1. Judy exclaimed, "a week from today we

leave for colorado on our neighbor's plane,

the flying saucer!" ( 7, 1, 5)

2. Tnat house at the northeast corner of

the square belongs to mr. and mrs.
H H
h.h. walton, who bought it fifty years

ago. (13, 9, 1)
S

3. stormed at with shot and shell,

B
boldly they rode and well Tennyson (8)

11,

B F

4. Does the by of fundy empty into the
A 0

atlantic ocean? (3, 2, 1)

C H

5. In last week's "christian herald," i

read a review of a new book that gives
B

a summary of all the books of the bible

from genesis through revelation. The
P

author is a presbyterian missionary,

(1, 11, 4)

6. Michigan boulevard is an interesting
C I

street in chicago, Illinois. It runs

north and south along lake Michigan. (3, 1, 13,

7, We celebrated the fourth of July by having

U
a picnic at uncle Carl/s beach cabin and

A A
later going to see a pageant, tmerican all,

H F
which had a pod march, "hal] to flag,"

in it. (1, 3, 12)

20



I

8 I believe that science, latin, and art are

among the subjects offered in the ninth
S

grade at Franklin junior high school (14, 3)
M I

9. my irish uncle came to this country on an
S Q

old ship, the shamrock queen, just before
w w
world war 1. (6, 1, 5)

P L

10. According to my grandfather, the park lane
T

theater was built in 1900 (10, 5)

14 (cont) "1



ADVENTURES FOR READING BOOK I

An SQ3R adaptation of The REd Apple, pp. 15-20

Explain to the students that they ere going to
apply the SQ37 (Survey, Question, Read, Recite, Re-
view) method to the story

Survey: Ask the students, "What is the title?" "What
do you think of when you see a rscl apple?" Listen to
various responses. Their answers should express the
senses of sight, feel, taste, smell. Ask students to read
caption above the picture and scan the first five para
graphs, asking themselves questions as they read.

Question: Discussion of the first five paragraphs should
be in the form of questions by the students or teacher
with responses from the class. "Do you find a clue as to
what the theme of the story is?" "ih trade or swap is
going to be made." "What two articles will be a part of
the trade?" "Will Amy trade her bcautiful green sweater
for the old fiddle?" "Does anyone know what a fiddle
is?" 'What did Amy feel she just had to have?" "Can
you guess why she wanted the fiddle so badly?" "What
kind of person do you think Amy was?"

Read: "Let's read the rest of the story silently just for
fun to find out why Amy just had to see Benny Ames.
You may find some other surprises, too."

15

lecite: After students have finith.td the silent reading
of the story, let them ask and/or answer questions about
the story. "What surprises did you find?" "Why had
Mr. Milo Starnes traded his old fiddle off?" "Was the
Bantam rooster a villian or a hrir a?" "Did you know
mink hides were valuable?" ''D d Amy trade her beau-
tiful green sweater for the old fic dle?"

Review: 1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

What were some of tie specific things Amy
did for Mr. Starnes,
List Amy's trades in quence.
Why do you 4.ippcsc Amy quit wearing the
beautiful green sweater, but wore it again
in the latter part a the story?
At what point in the story did you guess
why Amy wanted the fiddle? (Ansers
May vary.)
In what second %icy did Mr. Starnes show
his gratitude to Any?
Write a brief cha aster sketch of one of the
characters. Use one of the following as a
title: "A Generuis riend", "Patience Is a
Virtue", "Couragt, Conquers All", "Think-
ing of Others."

It is hoped that studeiiti will learn from practice
with SQ3R to apply this ire' hod or a similar one to fact-
ual reading as well as literati 01.
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LESSON PLAN FORMAT

OBJECTIVE: Prior to the instruction the teacher de-
fines a concept which he intends his class to gain. This
concept might be a goal, activity, or attitude. Because
either physically or mentally it is an action to be
achieved by the students, the objective purporting the
concept should begin with an infinitive. Remember the
infinitive must be in terms of students' behaviornot
that of the teacher. Examples of such infinitives are "to
understand," "to acquire," "to develop"never "to
teach" or "to guide." The objective should be clear in
purpose, short, not too general.
Example: To learn to evaluate short stories by use of
the profundity scale.

READINESS: A lesson should 'begin in the students'
"universe" not that of the teacher. For example, a dis
cussion might be introduced concerning a school or
neighborhood activity. The teacher so guides this dis-
cussion as to trigger students' interest in the concept to
be taught, to give students necessary background for the
concept, and to evaluate informally the students' prepa-
ration for the concept.
Example: "I understand that soon there is going to be a
school dance. How many plan to go? Any one having a
"blind date"? What are some qualities you judge when
yo _ meet someone for the first time?"

INTRODUCTION OF CONCEPT: With as much clarity
as possible, the students are now led from their "uni-
verse" to that of the teacher. In other words, through
heuristic questioning, they are led to express the oon
cept the teacher want: them to understand. One clear-
cut concept is easier to grasp than several hazy one=.
Exam le: Under what other circumstances might you
pass judgment on people besides those you know per-
sonally. In the news? In the movies? In literature?
How might you pass judgment on people in literature?
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PRACPCING THE CONCEPT: (Lice the students have
grasped the concept, they need practice in its use. The
greater the variety of ways they practice its use the
better.
Exan2ple: To practice the profundity scale, the students
might 'review literary works they already know in terms
of profoundness or "depth." Also, they might be as-
signed new stories to be read in this manner. And they
might discuss free reading according to the profundity
scale.

TRANSFER TO REALITY: What students do in the
classroom only approximates their behavior in their own
universe. Their readily using a concept in class is no
guarantee that they now will use it in their own world.
Hence, it is the responsibility of the teacher through in-
struction and guidance to lead the students to use their
concept in every day life. Assignments with clearly stated
purposes are one means of bringing about a successful
transfer.
Example: Tonight when you watch TV try analyzing
^ome of the 'stories by use of the profundity scale. Tell
us torrorr)w whether your favorite shows are really
good drama."

EVALUATION: Throughout the lesson the teacher
continually evaluates the effectiveness of his instruction.
He may do this informally by observation or by oral
questioning. Also, he may do this formally by written
lasts. Certainly, some time after the conclusion of a les-
son, he evaluates again to see whether the concept
continues to be part of the students general behavior.
Example: Did any one see a play over the holidays?
How universal was its statement about life?



Summary: Ar:ording to John Dewey "learning is
doing." In the teaching process, therefore, first a worthy
concept is dbfined in terms of an objective. Then stu-
dents are guided from their universe to that of the
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"classruom world" where through guided activities they
are led to grasp and to practice the concept. Finany,
they arc brought back to "reality" now somewhat wiser
and happier because they have a new concept to aid
them in coping with their world.
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1 he Profttrall.
For the 17 valuetion of Literature

Physical Plane

Reaper is concerned primarily with the physical
actions of the characters. Ex: The hree
Stooges "

Mental ?jug.

Reader is concerned with the physical and intel-
lectual actions of characters. Ex; the Adum-
lugs of Sherlock liptinpl by Conan Doyle.

Moral Plane

Redder is concerned with physical and intellect-
ual actions of characters it light of an ethical
code. Ex: lLuck and Pluck by Horatio Alger.

18

Psychological Plane

Reader is concerned with the psychological for-
ces influencing the character's physical and in-
tellectual actions in light of an ethical code.
Ex: "Paul's Case" by Cather.

Philosophical lam

Reader is concerned with the "Universal truth"
expounded by the author through the physical,
intellectual, and ethical behavior of the charac-
ters under the influence of psychological forces.
Ex: "The Lotery" by Shirley Jackson.



PROFUNDITY SCALE

Actually it might seem that m r y junior high
sch6ol students are not ready to appl / the profundity
scale to literature; however, it may be found that they
will readily meet the challenge provii ed by the scale.

In applying the profundity scale A "Bertie Comes
hrough", the teacher would be wise t use the lesson

plan format on the pre, ding pages. 'Ile class's interest
the story would be aroused through a reference to the

title and to pictures.
After the entire story is read I y all, the teacher

might ask a few leading questions, "V/1 at activities took
place?" "What happened first? Next? etc.?" "Did you
enjoy the activities?"

Were there intellectual activities i t the story? Were
there more physical or intellectua activities? If we
should stop here, would we be ir med to judge the
story as profound (deep) or not?

Let's consider another level cn our profundity
scale; would you say that there vas anything in the
story which might be considered t r be on an ethical or
moral plane? What about the ban 1 director, Hyacinth,
the coach, other students, or Bertit
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Did you consider what made Bertie act as he did?
What about Hye.sinth? Other students?

Are there "universal truths" expounded in this
story? Are there any symbols that might really refer Zo
something more universal?

Which would you say is predominant in the story
the physical, mental, moral, psychological, or philosoph
ical plane? Would you say that from a literary stand-
point, the story is profound literature?

Just for a quick brief comparison, for most things
are relative; let's see how 0. Hanry's "Ransom of Red
Chief" on page 330 rates. Read it please.

Is the. e much physical action? What about mental?
Moral? Psychological? Philosophical? (Repeat clues
tions applied to "Ber tie Comes Through".)

According to the profundity scale which story do
you think we might consider to be better literature?
This :s not to say that they were not both good, but
jt st that on appears to have more depth and has a
better chance of living longer because of its depth.





There are several metnods of teaching vocabulary
which have been useful. The list below may be helpful.

Incidental Method. The teacher suggests or de
mands that the pupil rook up those words in his
reading which he does not know.

Individual Dictionary Method. Pupils are given a
list of words to look up with due attention to
meaning, pronunciation, and derivation. Teachers
should select them carefully and intelligently in
terms of difficulty and frequency.

Socialized Dictionary Method. Committees in ro-
tation look up words in the reading and present
them.

Socialized ay_nonym p.csach, Pupils compile 3
class list of all possible synonyms for such concepts
as go, say, fight, and differentiate shades of mean-
ing. This is a fine tonic if it is done shortly belore
themes or compositions.

"Felt-need" Method. Pupils find and use new
words as they need them to fill gaps in thinking,
feeling, writing, in sets of sentences which have
been skillfully contrived for the purpose. This has
real though limited value for maturer minds.

Independent Method. A single student makes a
hobby of collecting and looking for unfamiliar
words, or he joins a group dedicated to such an un-
dertaking. It has been done.

Direct Teaching. of Words. A few words from or
not from reading to be done are presented each day
or each week by the teacher, cut out, nailed down,
and clinched. The least efficient technique is to
write them on the board and have students copy
them.

Whatever method or combination of methods the
teacher uses, he needs to be sure that it is foolproof. He
should be sure that the vocabulary teaching cannot be
escaped or evaded.

The technique the teacher uses should attempt to
meet as well as possible eight requirements.

It must enlist the interest of the pupil in his own
progressand dramatize that provress. (Hence the
use of some standardized test of general vocabulary
before and after a year of study, particularly with
deficient pupils, is recommended.

It must be efficient arid practical.

It must be easy for both pupil and teacher to use.

It must adapt itself readily to individual differences
within the class.

It must be positive and defirlite.

It must be objective and self-educative.

It must not replace use of the dir:tionary.

It must encourage creativeness. (Every concept in
grammar may be taught, using the vocabulary
words.)

'English Program for Junior and Senior tall Schools. An Grades 7.12, Curriculum Guide, Memphis City Schools,
Memphis, Tennessee, 1965.
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RESEARCH ABOUT SPELLING

A few of the findings we have learned from research are:

Learning a relatively small group of words will help
a student eliminate as many as three-fourths of his
spelling errors.

Longer periods of spelling instruction are no more
effective. than short periods.

Pretests are valuable instructional devices.

The greatest emphasis in learning the spelling of a
difficult word should be on visual imagery.

Only a few spelling rules may be taught profitably,
those that have the widest application and the few-
est exceptions. These are:

22

A q is always followed by a u.

Proper nouns begin with a capital letter.

I before e except after c and when ei sounds like
a as in neighbor and wera, and in elTfier, neither,
weird and seize.

A terminal e is dropped when adding a suffix be-
ginning with a vowel.

Words that end in Y preceded by a consonant
change y to i before adding s or es.

Words ending in one consonant preceded by olie
vowel double the final consonant before adding
a suffix beginning with a vowel.

Of)



Word

1. not
2. but
3. get
4. sit
5. man

6. boat
7. train

8. time
9. like

10. found
11. down

12. soon
13. good

14. very
15. happy

16. kept
17. come

Element Tested

Short vowels

Too vowels together

Vowel-consonant-e

owou spelling of ou sound

long and short oo

Final y as short i

c and k spelling of the k sound

Diagnostic Spelling Test

LIST 1
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Word Element Tested

18. what )

19. those wh, th, sh, ch, and ng spellings
20. show / and ow spelling of tong o
21. much )

22. sing

23. will )

24. doll )
doubled final consonants

25 after
er spelling26. sister )

27. toy ) oy spelling of of sound

28. say ay spelling of long a sound

29. little le ending

30. one 1

31. would Non-phonetic spellings
32. pretty )

JO



Diagnostic Spelling Test

LIST 2

Word

1. flower
2. mouth

3. shoot
4. stood

5. while

6. third

7. each

8. class

9. jump
10. jumps
11. jumped
12. jumping

13. hit
14. hitting

15. bite
16. biting

1

)

1

/

)

)

)

)

1

1

1

1

1

)

1

1

Element Tested

owou spellings of ou sound,
er ending, th spelling

Long and short oo, sh spelling

wh spelling, vowel.consona»t-e

th spelling, vowel before r

ch spelling, two vowels together

Double final consonant, c spelling of k sound

Addition of s, ed, ing

Doubling final consonant before ing

Dropping final e before ing

Word

17. study
18. studies

19. dark
20. darker
21. darkest

22. afternoon
23. grandmother

24. can't
25. doesn't

26. night
27. brought

28. applr,

29. again
30, laugh
21. because
32. through

/

/

/
)

/

1

)

)

)

)

I

)

)

/
1

I

Element Tested

Changing final y to i before ending

er, est endings

Compound words

Contractions

Silent gh

le ending

Non-phonetic spellings

al
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DIAGNOSTIC TESTS OF WORD PERCEPTION SKILLS (TEACHER)

1. How much sight vocabulary does he have? (Use the
Dotch list of 220 words on test sheets.) Number read at
sight

2. Does he try to use context clues? (Record respon-
ses.)
This story has some words missing. I ry to read the

story by guessing the missing words."

"Dick," Mother, "will you go to the store
for me?"

"Surely, ," said "What
shall I get?"

"1 need a of butter, a loaf of
and a _____ eggs," said "Hurry."

ran to the and was soon back.
"That's a good ," said

"Thank very much."
"You're welcome, Mother," said and ra,,

off to ball with his

3. Does he know the names of the letters? (Draw a cir-
cle around those not known; write in the errors.)
"Read these letters."

B A I S C D F EPTMLRZJUHGWX
OKVYNOronlmytvkpziajus
hbcgwdfxqe

4. Does he know consonant sounds? (Draw a circle
around those missed; write in 'he errors.)

a. "Letters have sounds. Can you sound these let-
ters)"

rnlmvzsf
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b. "Show me how you would hold your n-Iouth to
say a word which started with each of these letters."

ytkpjhbcgwd
c. "When these letters are together, what sound do
they make?"

sh ch th wh

5. Can he substitute beginning consonant sounds? (Ask
the child to read the sight words first. Tell him the
words if he does not know them. Cover the sight words
and ask him to read the test words without help.)

Sight words: Man sent star night at heir blue kite
hair nest

Test words: ban pent mar bight gat fen clue rite
lair zest

6. Can he hear the short vowel sounds in words?
"I am going to say some words. Listen and tell me
which vowel sound you hear in each word."

Test wo. ds: bread (short e) bunk (short u) snap
(short a) split (short I) block (short o)

7. Can he WI when vowel sounds are long in words?
"Try to read these words as well as you can even if you
have never seen them before."

Test words: teal vie shoal breach creel maim trite
gate theme have dune lave

8. Does he know the common vowel digraphs?
"Here are some words you probab4y don't know. Read
them as well as you can."
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Test words: nook awl coy flout stay maul foil
jowl

5. Can he blend letter sounds to form words?
"Here are some nonsense wordsthey really are not
words at all, but I'd like to see if you can read them
anyway."

Test words: fis Jute gud keat hin sut jav tope
lort tam sive muts bame grue nibs pad nobs,: yin
wab beed nel bute kim suit faim hife doke doam

10. Does he make reversals?
"Read as fast as you can--hurryl" (Indicate reversals -j

Test words: pall eve no saw raw ton tar won
pot rats keep nap tops read meat lap never

11 Does he see the common prefixes as units?
"Here are some more nonsense words, Read them ar,
well as you can."

Test words: repai conjump inwell delike dispay
combent ungate excry proread prehead enstand
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12. Does he see the common suffixes as units?
"Read these nonsense words as weii as you can."

Test words: balling booker f Poorest daytion skinance
meatness chairly waterful burnant truchous cornment
cupable cleepive sickless

13, Does he see compound words as units?
"Read these nonsense words as well as you can."

Test words: nightbank dinnerplayer basketmeet
broomfeather paperjumper catmobile spaderoom
carthouse

14. Can he divide long words into parts?
"Divide these words into parts by marking the parts.
Read the words after you have marked the parts,"

Test words: bombardment combination refreshment
establishment re%,oiver entertain calculate cucumber
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DIAGNOSTIC TESTS OF WORD PERCEPTION SKILLS (STUDENT)

1 Dolch list of 220 words. To be tested orally.

2. This story has some words missing. Try to read the
story by guessing the missing words.

"Dick," Mother, "will you go to the store
for me?"

"Surely, "said "What
shall I get?"

"I need a of butter, a loaf of
and a eggs," said_ . "Hurry."

ran to the and was soon back.
"That's a good ," said

"Thank very much "
"You're welcome, Mother/' said and ran

off to ball with his

3. Read these fetters.

BAISCDFEPTMLRZJUHGWX
QKVYNOronimytvkpziajus
hbcgwdf x q e
4. Letters have sour,cis. Can you sound these letters?

rnlmvzsf
How would you hold your mouth to say a word
which started with each of these letters?

ytkpjf bcgwd

5. Read the sight words first. Your teacher will tell you
the words you do not knov. Cover the sight words and
read the test words without help.

Sight words: Mari sent star night at hen blue kite
hair nest
Test words: ban pent mar bight gat fen clue rite
lair zest

6. Listen to the teacher say the following words and
tell the vowel sound you hear in each word.

7. Try to read these words as well as you can even if
you have never seen them before.

Test words: teal vie shoal breach creel maim trite
gate theme hove dune lave

8. Here are some words you probably don't know.
Read them as well as you can.

Test words: nook awl coy flout stay maul foil
jowl

9. Here are some nonsense wordsthey really are not
words at all, but I'd like to see if you can read them
anyway.

Test words: fis lote gud keat hin skit jay tope
lort tam sive routs bame grue nibs pad nobe yin
wab beed nel bute kim suit faim hife doke doam

10. Read these words as fast as you can hurryl

Wficn these letters are together, what sound do they Test words: pal even no saw raw ton tar won
make? pot rats keep nap tops read meat lap never

sh ch th wl
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11. Here are some more nonsense words. Read them as
well as you can.

Test words: repan conjump inwell delike dispay
combent ungate excry proread prehead enstand

12. Read these nonsense words as well as you can.

Test words: balling booker ffoorest daytion skinance
meatness chairly waterful burnant truchous cornment
cupable cleepive sickless
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13. Read these nonsense words as well as yc J can.

Test words: nightbank dinnerplayer basketmeet
broomfeather paperjumper catmobire spaderoom
carthouse

14. Divide these words into parts by marking the parts.
Read the words after you have marked the parts.

Test words: bombardment combination refreshment
establishment revolver entertain calculate cucumber



Suggestions from the Teacher

This guide was formulated by a committee of teachers. You are requested to tear out this
sheet at the end of the year and return it to the Language Arts - Social Studies division at the
central office with suggestions for improvement, both additions and deletions.



Yes No ORAL READING

DIAGNOSTIC REMEDIAL REFERRAL

1. Can student pronounce new words?
2. Can student read aloud easily?
3. Can student read aloud in such a mail-

ner that listeners understand and en-
joy what student reads?

VOCABULARY

4. Is general vocabulary good?
5. Does student know technical words

of subjects he studies?
6. Can student figure )ut meaning of

new words from the way they are
used?

. Does student know how to use die
tionary to find meaning of new words?

RATE

8. Does student read silently without
mooing lips?

9. Dot; student read groups of words in
stead of one word at a time?

10. Does student read righ, along without
looking back again at words he has al-
ready read?

11. Does student change rate of reading
to suit the kind of material he is read
ing?

)013 I 132

Yes No

12. Does student read simple material ra-
pidly and accurately?

UNDERSTANDING

13. Does student concentrate and think
about what he has read?

14. Cbn student pick out the main thought
of a paragraph?

15. Does student know how to read quick-
ly to find details?

16 Can student spot wrong statements as
he reads?

17. Can student explain, to someone else,
that which he has read?

STUDY

18. Does student know how to use the li
brary?

19. Does student know how to find and
use reference books and magazines?

20. Does student read books and rnaga-
zines on many topics?

21. Does student knowehow to choose
books for enjoyment?

22. Does student know how to choose be
tween good end poor reading material?



MATERIALS AND SUGGESTED USE

How To Improve Your Readinqby Pau i Witty

A basic text for individual or class instructors.

Suggested use: Individual work with student.

12aelaia9 Your Vocabularyby Paul Witty

An activity text with p.actical suggestions on how
to increase and enrich the vocabulary rapidly and
easily. Exeicises and activities are in each chapter.
This text is a ready-made unit on vocabulary for usE
in regular English classes.
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Suggested 'use: Work with individual students, As-
certain the feasibility of using this material with
groups as Inge as thirty or more.

You Can Read Betterby Paul Witty

Wri.ten for upper elementary and junior high. De
sigf.ed to improve reading ability and to increase
interest in reading.

Suggested use: Slow group in English or social
studies or with SRA Reading Lab.



HOW WE LEARN

SYMBOLIC DOING

OBSERVED DOING

DOING

Verbal
Symbols

(spoken words)

Visual Symbols
(The Written Word)

RadioPhonograph (Hearing)

Photographs-Pictures
(Seeing reproductions)

Field Trips (Observing firsthand)

Demonstrations (Seeing things correctly done)

Dramatizations (Acting out or duplicating events)

Contrived Experiences
(Laboratory experiences; developing learning skills)

Direct and Purposeful Participation (Practice teaching, Group
process application;

Apply this chart to your teaching. How well could you teach, if you began at the top of the triangle and proceeded down
ward only three steps? Six steps? How much more effective would your teaching be if you began at the bottom and
moved upward?

IA

Edger Dale

:19



FLOW CHART OF A
COMPLETE LEARNING EXPERIENCE

(Paul Hanna

Learner with
past experience

faces a new experience
to him resulting in

a block, a tension,
a disturbance

out of which emerges
a purpose or need

to solve a problem and
resolve the tension; he

kJ(

uses past experience and
knowledge to form hypotheses;

tests hypotheses by collecting new
information through experimenting,
reading, questioning, listening, and
observing;

organizes, interprets, and verifies
facts by discussing, writing, rechecking;

draws conclusions which give satisfaction
and resolve tension and disturbance
and leave the learner ready to face a
new situation with increased power.
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AREAS CORRELATED

Eighth Grade

Language Arts

Grammar
Lirr-ature
Spelling
Vocabulary development
Writing

*Social Studies

American History
Tennessee History

*Eighth grade social studies will cover American and Tennessee history with geographic
implications from 1865 to the present.
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EIGHTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS

Student's Textbooks:

Social Studies Spelling

American history
Spelling for Word Mastery,

Enlarge edition.
8,

This Ts America's Story,
This Is America's Story,
This Is America's Story,

'64 edition
158 edition
'54 edition

Spelling for Word Mastery,
L. I, II, III

Word Mastery Spelling, 8.

8,

Language Arts

Grammar
The New Building Better English, 8,

'65 edition
Junior English in Action, Bk. II,

7th edition

Literature
Exploration Through Reading, L. II,

164 edition
Study of Literature, L. II, III,

'64 edition
Adventures for Readers, Pk ,

Olympic edition
Adventures for Readers, 11,

Mercury edition
Windows on the World, A.E.,

'61 edition
Ideas in Literature Directions

Lk. II, A.E., 166 edition
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Writing
Reaching Our Goal Compendium,

'64 edition

Teacher's Editions

Social Studies

American his',ory
This Is America's Story,

'64 edition
Tennessee history

The Story of Tennessee,
163 edition

Language Arts

Gramsaar

The New Building :otter English,
8, '65 edition

Junior English in ActIc,n, II,

7th edition

,79



Writing
Reference Manual for 'Teachers)

Gr. 5-8

All eighth grade Pilot schools will receive:

Social Studies

American histoty - 1 per child
Tennessee history - I aet per :eacho.r

Language Arts

Grammar 1 per child
Literature - 1 per child
Spelling - 1 set per reacer
Wilting - 1 set pet teacher

Maintain continuity within a school,

A set of encyclopedias and a voY1a atlas is
desirable
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GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH THE GUIDE OUTLINE
SEVENTH GRADE

In order for the guide outline to be fJnctional and
pra^tical for the teacher, an explanation of the organiza-
tion is provided below.

Overview: A general description of the entire course
has been provided and also one for each of the six units.
This is not only for teacher orientation but also for the
pupil. These were devised so that the "picture" may 'Ai
seen as a whole and as units; thus, as the parts are
studied, they may be aptly related to the whole.

Unit OneUnit Six: The outline is divided into six
units. It is not intended that the teacher feel required
to cover one unit each six weeks period. Some units
may need seven or eight weeks devoted to the material
while others may need only four or five weeks. The
time span devoted to the various units depends, of
course, on such factors as abilities, interest levels, etc. in
the teacher-pupil processes.

Generalizations: These were designed to relate to the
overview and to serve as an introduction for the various
parts of the overview that are to be studied.

Concepts: These are the generalizations nari -ed to
short phrases to more concretely and briefly rt. .,re to
the overview and to introduce the parts of t ,; overview
to be studied.

Objectives: These are the links for connecting the
material to be studied to the basic concepts and in turn
to the generalizations and to the overviews for the unit
and for the year.

Humanitarian Approach: This is to provide for the
most meaningful and lasting learning experiences. The
material should relate to the pupils themselves; if it is
not, it has little or no value. Possibilities for building

background have been listed in question forin, but the
approach may vary; it might include class discussions,
panels, checklists, etc.

Related Content: Language Arts and Social Studies
readily fuse in many ways, especially through the area
of literature. However, there are basic skills that must
be taught first of all as skills, and then the application
and practice of these skills provide for the fusion. (Care-
ful consideration of the Related Content, Related Learn-
ing Experiences and Skills to be Stressed will help to
clarify this.)

Related Learning Experiences: These are suggested
activities provided to implement the fusion of Language
Arts and Social Studies. It is by no means a complete
listing; it is meant merely to assist and serve as a starting
place. Distinction as to the appropriate levels (I, II, or
III) has also been suggested.

Resource Material: The materials listed in the outline
are to serve only as general suggestions. For a more de-
tailed listing as to materials and their sources see the Re
source Materials section of this guide and An English
Program for Junior and Senior High Schools, Grades
7.12, Curriculum Guide, Memphis City Schools, 1965,
and Social Studies Curriculum Guide, Vol. I, Grades 7-
12, Memphis City Schools, 1964.

Skills to be Stressed: There are vital and essential
skills to be applied to the Language ArtsSocial Studies
program. Some of these have a responsibility to lan-
guage arts, some to social studies, and some have a
shared responsibility. These skills include understand-
ings, attitudes, values, appreciations, opinions, and be-
havior as desired goals. Every learning experience
should be designed with a goal in mind and in such a
way as to develop that goal. For a more specific con-
sideration of these, see the section on Skills.



OVERVIEW

During the first eighty years of the growth
of the United States many sectional interests,
ideas, and opinions developed. These conflicts
divided the country and inevitably lead to fear-
ful internal war, out of which emerged a more
powerful nation. New problems were faced and
changing needs met as the United States became
a world leader.

tne following units have been outlined as
a guide for the teacher. All suggestions should
be used in the light of the needs and interests
of particular students or groups of students,
and only those parts which have promise of a
particular teaching - learning situation should
be used. Each teacher should adapt and supple-
ment the material.

Appropriate skills and attitudes based on
the content materials should be developed The
skills include reading, theme writing, critical
thinking, research, and vocabulary study. The
development of good attitudes should occur when
skills and content learning are channeled into
desired directions.

the primary objective in Language Arts
is to teach and teteach all skills to develop
proficiency In applying these skills to related
areas. The usage of good English in all oral
and written experiences in school and out
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is the aim of this fusion of Social Studies
and Language Arts.

The chief stress will be on basic grammar,
correct usage, and mechanics; that is, parts
of speech and sentence structure, ierb subject
agreement, oronoun usage, troublesome verbs, and
capitalization lnd punctuation, By relating
these skills to Social Studies an a practice
or an activity, the experiences will have value
and "make sense" to the student, Much oral
practice, as well as written practice, will "
provided, particularly in correct usage. Prac-
tice experiences will cover the process of ex-
pressing ideas effectively, with generous use
of practice sentences, paragraphs, and reading
poems from gree writers, as well as original
sentences from the student.

Pre-tests will be given students in order
to evaluate the student's needs. Less re-teach-
ing will be required for some students releasing
them to more varied enrichment experiences. For
students who need it, more meaningful drill and
practice can be given.

Techniques of good penmanship will be
stressed. These techniques are neatness, legibil-
ity, speed, and form. Cortect spelling of all
words used in writing will be demanded by placing
a dictionary in every desk and emphasizing its
use for all school work



Ample opportuwity will be given for improve-
ment if oral and written vocabularies in regular
composition work, in oral and written reports,
aod in di.,cussions Careful attention will be
paced on skills in 2nur.c aticn, pronunciation,
vor.al ccmnunication, and visible communication
(posture, gesture, facial expression, and
movement)

Intelligent and courteous listening has
become an essential skill to be developed in
nodern classrooms in which radio, television,
films, tapes, records, panel and group discus-
sions and individual or group reports are a
part of the activities of the class

Since man) pupils in secondary classes
find most of the books available too difficult,
coo dull, or both, they need to begin reading
in low gear, with stories that reflect their
interests An attempt will be made to find
reading material to change pupils' negative
attitudes toward reading, develop pupils'
reading ability, and facilitate pupils' per-
sonal development through reading.

Reading skills taught in elementary
school will continue to be developed through
background building, interpretation, and
comprehension. Both silent and oral reading
will be used in practi.:e experiences.
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Enrichment experiences will be directed toward
critical rcading, Thinking, and writing Many
exercises in creative thinking and creative writing
will be used

The library will be used for research for
subject area reports, browsing, reading of period-
icals, and selecting books to be read for reports
and pleasure.

Paperbacks should be used in the classrooms
because they are written on easy-to-read levels
on a variety of subjects which interest the stu-
dents and are inexpensive

Reading skills in short stories, plays, and
poems are slightly different from skills used
in textual materials and non-fiction and will
be so treated.

In the short story students will discuss
the author's biography, the plot of the story,
the relationship of the characters to the
setting and plot, special traits of the characters,
the climax of the story, and the style of the
author.

In poetry students will discuss the author
in relation to the poem: the theme (what is the
author saying to us?), paraphrase lines of the
poem, examine the rhythm and rhyme and the author's
use of metaphor and simile.



In rtading a play students will notice the
Lirm :s diftetent from other literary tuims, but
that it has a tneme, chara(ters, plot, and
citrax as ocher fiction we have read.

To help the student develop an appreciation
for various types of literature, recordings,
tape recordings, films, television, and other
media will be used Students will write cre-
atively in these areas either individually or
in groups Each child should soon learn the
importance of proof - reading his own paper

In addition to basic reading skills pro-
vision will be made through reading experiences
fot the student to increase his ability to find
and understand various thought experiences, to
learn to read with a purpose, and to draw on
previous learning in attacking new material.
the SWF( method(Sutvey, Question, Read, Recite,
Review) is one of many methods which may be
used to attain these skills,
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UNIT ONE

OVERVIEW FOR UNIT ONE

This unit is designed to bling into focus
the social, cultural, political, and geographical
position of a nation reunited.

It. probably would be feasible to review
Chapter 19, The :.arch and the South Come to
Blows,' in order to help the papilt undetstand
why the nation, particularly the Ssurt-, had to
go through 3 period of reconstruction to its
thinking as well es its physiecti being.

Current events will be introdwed and
continued throughout the year. Thtctgh news-
papers, magazines, television, and Ladle, pupils
will be able to search del our present-day
problems and compare the.,-;1 with theEe of the late

1800's.

The follewing bas;: skills arc be

taught and developed: :end

penmahship, ilbra!), reading iinrcip.-ctord,n,
comprehension, topitalizatien
and puartudtion, ,eitleal thinking and tedding,
critical and originni writing;, listening 2rd
speaking, and rap and globes.

Pupils develop an understanding of the
different kinds of reading to suit various
purposes through the related content area.
The SQ3R method (Survey, Question, Read,
Recite, Review) is one of many to be used in
studying subject matter for facts.
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Selections in literature are used to broaden
the student's cultural background, and his under-
standing of the world in whech he lives as well
as give him pleasure during hls leisure hours.

Throughout the school year the application
these skills will be used in learning experiences
related to the content rea whole many Allis are
similar. Activities and/ol practices are geared to
the intetest and ability le:els of the students

Pretests should be given before Introducrion
f content areas.

Chapters 11-17 are co he used in a simplified
hurcitd review and are rot mint tc to :evercd in
de:ail but can be used through:ht. the year in

reerTiriunn with future developments.



-N1T

Ceneralization: Aau con3t to :iltit:fy !ift, nec.' f, f,Jud. a'd his
in so Joi .a attv.:,,ts to ada!!t hi.self through ot.ilization arl expliitLluii or tha e .

_ ...... ..----.

Objectives

To improve and increase
vocabulary

To understand that VjA meets
basic needs and desires in
variety of

llam.lnitarian Approach lIclated Content

how is vocabulary an ad- En,glish in Action
vanta:,e to the students, Ch. 4, 'Choosing Words
and hol: can a better voca- Carefully;"
hulary be of more advantage? Ch. 36, "Improve your

Spelling"

1:.aat arc some of the basic

needs tuat should be
considered in writing a
constitution? How does
a constitution provide for
basic need.':
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.19

'tsJl

Ch. 10, "Building
Vocabulary:" Ch. 5,
"Spelling - Step by St...)"

Spe I linv _for Masteri,
Lesson J.-6

This is Am,rJ.a's S'nry
Unit IV, Chs. 11-12



NE

Concept; Basic human needs.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and Language Arts

Resource Materials SkIlls to be Stressed

*Begin a Word List of words
heard in conversations,
classes, or read in texts
or other books. These should
be words which have special
appeal to the student which
he might use in original or
creative writing. L. I, II, III.

*The class reads and discusses
the story. Wcrds are pronounced
and recorded in vocabulary note-
book.
Using dictionary (a dictionary in
every desk) students divide words
into syllables, place diacritical
marks, and write the parts of speech.
Use Part D of lesson in Spelling
for Word Mastery for phonetic
analysis of words.
Include vocabulary words in dic-
tionary skills and phonetic analysis.

Texts, discussions, and
research material

English Transparency Mas-
ters, 8th, I., 1-8, 45-
46; II., 2-5; III., 1-4.

Classroom resource material

Emphasize the basic needs of people
and goals of democracy by writing
a simplified constitution in
comparison with the Federal
Constitution.

This is America's Story
pp. A2 - A32
The Constitution of the
United States

Film: The Constitution of
the United Stites

Transparency Masters 126

46

*Building a vocabulary

*Using dictionary skills

Understanding the Constitutio



UNIT

Generalization: Man constantly seeks to satisfy' his need for food, clothing and shelter and his wants;
in so doing he attempts to adapt himself through utilization and exploitation of the earth.

Objectives Humanitarian Approach Related Content

To develop understanding
of the student's relation-
ship to others

To develop the ability to
write easily, legibly,
and pleasingly

To show how the U. S. met the
responsibilities of providing
for the basic needs of her people
by developing her natural
resources

How do studenta adapt to
their peers?

What are 6ome factors that
make handwritten material
difficult for the students
to read or to write?

What does each section
of the nation donate
to the national economy?
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English in Action,
Ch. 1, "Mind Your Man-
ners," Ch, 14, "Express-
ing Opinions in a Group;"
Ch. 6, "Friendly Con-
versation"

Building Better English,
Ch. 2, "Improving Your
Speaking Habits;"
Ch. 6, "Learning to Work
Together,"
Ch. 1, "The English
Language: Its Vocabulary"

Reaching Our Goal,
"Our Changing World" -

Flyleaf; Our Opport-
unities," p. 18; "Con-
ducting a Class Meeting,"
p. 7; "Vocabulary,"
pp. 26-27; "Know Ycur
Manners,' p.21.

This is America's Story,
Ch. 14, The Northeast
Becazes the Center of
Trade and Manufacturing"
Ch. 15, "Cotton Becomes
King in the South"



ONE:

Concept: Basic Human needs.

Related Learning Experiences to
implement the Fusion of Social Resource 1-kills to he Sttessed

Studies and Laaua,&.e Arts

Follow suggested activities Fibs
in Teacher's :lanual.

*Follow recoe:.,ltd procedures
in Wrxtili Leiblv. Use

slant line in all '..rittn,;.

Slluw the econo:lic development

of the 1'nited dtates by nip skills
c-Thasizing Tc;inessee area.

i:evelopia;; td vanncia

fcr wotkig witL oac',3
peers

(,Lisroon natet.al

48

*Forlins, s;Jdcing, and
sluntinz; letters cur-

rect/i and legibly
11;in;: cortect aligaleat
and proportion of
lettets and curved he-

anJ ending
(...1 words

Ch. 25-26. Agriculture
Industrial Development

FIITT..; Beginning and Growth
of Industrial Amoiica

F.ecognizing fiends
Map skills

r
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Generalization: Man constantly seeks to satisfy his need for food, clothing and shelter and his wants;
in so doing he attempts to adapt hinself through utilization and exploitation of the earth.

Objectives

To develop independence of
judgement in literary mLtters
and, from having read, gain
a richer life.

To recognize the practical
use and pleasure of the
library

Humanitarian Approach Related Content

What are some of the factors
that influence the students'
selection as .o the books
they read, and what factors
could aid them in selecting
more interesting and enrich-
ing books?

What have the students found
practical and pleasurable in
the library before, and what
others are there to be dis-
covered and exploreu?
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Windows on the World,
A. E., The Sporting
Spirit", pp. 128-182

Ideas in Literature,
Directions A. E., "Into
the Unknown", pp. 109-
142; "From Out of the
Dee?", pp. 411-440

The Study of Literature
L. II, III, "Hiawatha's
Fasting", pp. 203-215.

Explorations in Literature,
L. I, "Archimedes", pp.
174-179.

English in Action,
Ch. 8, "Knowing Your
Library;"
Ch. 17, "Making Better
Use of the IIewspaper"

Building Better English,
Ch. 3, "Listening;"
Ch. 14, "Improving Read-
ing Habits;"
Ch. 16, "Finding and
Using Information'



ONE

Concept: Basic. Liman naeds.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusicn of Social Resource Materials
Studies and Language Atts

*Build background for reading
through class discussion of
the title of selecticn and/
or references to the author's
life and other stories he has
written. Give a purpose for
reading a particular story.
Check for comprehension through
oral interpretations of inci-
dents in the story recalling
the purpose of the story.
Discuss orally, or in writing,
the traits of the characters,
plot, and climax of the story.
Do not overlook enrichment
activities in textbook. L. I, II.

Suggestion: Use SQ3R or similar
method for L. I, II. Try using
Profundity Scale for some. L.II, II/.

Show films and filmstrips on the
library. Conduct discussion of the
physical aspects of the library;
in the library practice locating
books: fiction, non-fiction, ency-
clopedias, and dictionaries from
the card catalogue and by the ar-
rangement of books on the shelves
in the library.

Smith, Nila B., et. al.,
Voyngesin Reading, L.II, III,
pp. 495-406, 499-502, 503-504,
48-55, 213-224, 517-519, p. 497

McCracken, Glenn, et al.,
Basic Readies (8), L.II, III,
pp. 206-219.

Smith, Nila B., et al.,
Challenges in Reading.,
L.II, Ill, pp. 352-352,
358-363, 364-370

Films, filmstrip, and library

Films:
know Your Library_
Library Organization
Library_ Research in Riga School

Filmstrip:
Using.Library_

See Board of Education film
catalogues
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SkIlls to be Stressed

*Thinking critically so
as to comprehend and
make inferences relating
to material read

*Developing research skills



UNIT

Generalization: Man constantly seeks to satisfy his need for food, clothing and shelter and his wants;
in so doing he attempts to adapt himself through qtilization and exploitation of the earl

Objectives

To develop good listening
and speaking habits

Humanitarian Approach

What speeches or talks have
the students heard that were
boring or uninteresting, and
was this reaction due to poor
speaking or poor listening
habits?

Related Content

English in Action,
Ch. 2, "Studying Is Im-
portant;"
Ch. 5, 'Listening -
Learning to be a Good
Listener, Listening to
Directions and Explanation
Ch. 9, "Reading for Fun
and Information;" Ch. 10,
"Speaking Easily and
Correctly;' Ch. 11, "Expla
ing;" Ch. 13, "Reporting"

To understand that cultures flow are the students' lives This Is America's Story
are changed by exploration changed as they experience Unit I, Ch. L6 -17

and discovery new situations? What part
did the Negro play in the
development of the United
States?

ri,
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ONE

Concept: Basic human needs.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and kanwlays Arts

Discuss guides to good list-
ening and advantages to stu-
dents of being good listeners
in discussions, lectures, re-
ports, etc.
Students write questions
based on Social Studies as-
signments. Students read
questions and call on others
to answer. All students
listen and discuss the answers

Construct posters on:
movements for refonfl,
growth in democracy, and
change in political parties

Resource Materials Skills to be Stressed

Classroom resource material

Library cnd classroom
resource material:
Album of American History -
J. T. Adams
Dictionary of American History -
Schribner
Transparency Master #30
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*Forming good speaking,
listening, and study
habits

Selecting main ideas
and relating supporting
facts through drawings



UNIT

cncti1jzUon arc constant:1.; SeCk3 Co ilt.:LL; for for-.1 clod shelter ar,d
in so doin4 icc atte;.p.ts tc . rda-ot eNpituitation of the earth.

--------
T.; understand that culturds
are ch.,oved ..-..x.alordit;.:1
j'J discovs?r!! and that ,

tors and ways of doini:, LITis
often outlive their useft.TIntss

-I-a T;ho'... how sectio-T.T1,s-i
the country and

.c:1!.Till=,11..ed the additional
11,.zds of ilan
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L1e rs

tcl Con ent.
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ONE

Concept: Basic human needs,

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social Resource Materials Skills to he Stressed
Studies and larlguage Arts

*In the reading of a short story
students will discuss the
author's biography, the plot
of the story, the relationship
of the characters to the setting
and plot, special traits of the
characters, the climax of the
story, and the author's style
of writing. L. III.

:lake a map of Westward
Expansion showing various
land acquisition and ailience
by 1860.

Prepare a chart arranged in
time order, showing the enemies
which led to the separation of
the North and South.

Smith, Nila, et al.,
Ko..Y2APA.0111eAPIP.a, L.I, IT,

p. 545.

Vinton, Iris, Our Nation's

1.201APiL

Gordon, Edward J., Intro-
duction to Literature
L.II, LIE

O'Dily, Elizabeth G., and
Nieman, Egbert W., Adven-
tures for Readers, L. I.

D4coyery. TVpin01.Readin.
A.E.,

O'Daly, Elizabeth G., and
Nieman, Egbert W. , Adven-
tures for Readers, L.I, II,

U. S. History Transparency
Masters, 36, 40-42, 47, 48
Film: Civil War. Bac4round

Issues
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Using research materials
to locate, organize, and
relate information

Analyzing, selecting,
and relating information
in chart form

Developing critical
thinking and comprehension

Analyzing dad relating
all material.



UNIT

Generalization: Man constantly seeks to satisfy his need for food, clothing and shelter and his wants:
in do doing he attempts to adapt himself through utilization and exploitation of the earth,

Objectives Pumanitarian Approach Related Contenr

To understand that
changes result in
strife and dissension
which frequently erupt
into war

Did the differences
concerning these conflicts
result in hard feelings,
fusses, lass of friends, etc.?
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This is America's Story
Unit VI, Ch. 20

The Story of Tennessee
Ch. 19-20
Separation and reunion



ONE

Concept: 3asic human needs.

Related Leirning Experiences to
Implcmenr the Fusion of Social Resur,Lit :.-,k1.110 N. be Sczes,:t.a
Studies Languag_e Arts_

Outline nap of the United Stacey. film: :by Civil i863-185 Relating to the 1Sst
Identify the Confederate stares, Tile C!v:1 it Fcst,4ar 1,riaa and Lreatfag ti
the bet tier stILE:s, and the Filn: fern accuvulatnd data
northern states.

Tell the story of the
"Fall of Yenphis" and write
a report on an historical
landmark in Menphis dating
from the Civil War days.

Library and classionA material

The Cixi.1War :Imerican Heritage

Transparency Masters: 49-51
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*TEACHER'S EVALUATION SHEET

EIGHTH GRADE

..;NIT ONE

TEACHER'S SUGGESTIONS TEACHER'S INVENTORY OF TEACHING AIDS AND RESOURCE MATERIALS

COMMENDATIONS
ON THE UNIT

RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR IMPROVEMENT

MATERIAL FOUND
USEFUL

*Place in folder on bLck cover. Include sanple leszon plans and tests.
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MATERIAL
NEEDED



DAILY LESSON PLANS
UNIT

Generalization: Man constantly seeks to satisfy his need for food, clothing, and shelter and his cLher
wants; in so doing he attempts to adapt hilaself through utilization and exploitation of the
earth. _

Objectives

To improve and increase
vocabulary

To listen acutely

To understand that man
meets basic needs and desires
in a variety of ways

Humanitarian Approach Related Content

Boo is a vocabulary an
advantage to students, and
how can vocabulary be of
greatest advantage?

What are some of the basic
needs that should be con-
sidered in writing a
constitution?

59

English in Action, Ch. 4,
pp. 34-37. "Choosing
Words Carefully"

Building Better English,
Ch. 10, pp. 177-179
"Building Vocabulary"

Spelling for Word Mastery,
p. 2, Part I, Pretest

This Is America's Story.,
Unit IV, Ch. 11-12



Con:ept: Basic human needs.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social

__Studies and Language Arts

DAY I

Resource :.alerial Skii]s to be Stressed

Begin a Vord List of vocabulary Building vocabulary
words. L.I, II, III.

Take Vocabulary Test A,
pp. 35-36. Discuss Exklorlga
Your Dictionary.. Play game
alphabetiv.ing words. Assign
Activity I, pp. 35 -37.

Discuss Guides for Uidening
Your Vocabulary, p. 177. Refer
to pages listed under number 4.
Discuss and assign Guides to
the Use of Context Clues and
Activity A, pp. 178-179.

Give test and check for ability
to hear beginning consonant
sounds. L.I, II.

Discuss the over411 divisions
of the Constitution of the
United State:'.

English 8 - Transparencies
from C.O. I, 8 Language
Includes Vocabulary.

This Is ALerica's Story.
pp. A2-A32

60

Introducing use of the
dictionary

Understanding the
Constitution



Generalization: Man constantly seeks to satisfy his need for food, clothing, and shelter and his other wants;
in so doing he attempts to adapt himself through utilization and exploitation of the earth.

Objectives hunanitarian Approach

To develop independence of
judgement and from having
read, gain a richer life

To eldeistard the development
of the English languaj,e

61

;Ielaced Content

The StuAy. of literatu:s
L.II, III, "iliawatha's

Fasting,' pp. 208-215

Exploration through Readina.
L.1. "Jason and the Golden
Fleece," pp. 304-315

Windows 09 the World
A.E., The :Silk Pitcher,"

pi, 123-141

ILP.L1..1..s.H..Y120-)P1, Ch.

pp. 40-43, "Ho., Jul 11.1;:uoge

- rd Histetics and

Derivti,:as"

C:). 1, pi'- I-J, "Tac

:,anguagel Its Voca6ulary'



ONE (c_ont:,11..ed)

Concept: 3asic numan needs

related Learning Expetiences to
Implement. the Fusion of Social

________St441nAltailLiAa.0 Arts

Re:soutce Mate:dal to be Stressed

Discuss Henry Wadsworth Lengfellcw's
life with students raking part in
the discussion, Discuss the entire
poem, "The Story of Hiawatha." Sug-

gest students read the entire poem
outside class. Read to the class
"Hiawatha's Fasting" asking them
to notice the rhythm. Do not
exaggerate rhythm. ?ay attention
to the meaning, and accent key words.
Study the poem, choose passages,
and be prepated to tell the class
what meaning you get from a
particular passage.

Guild background for "Jason and
the Golden Fleece' through discussion
by students who have read Greek myths.
Class will read silently for the
pleasure of reading.

Use Teacher's Manual, 2p. 133-134,
for developing readiness for reading
and interpreting the story M.

Work Activity 6 in class. Discuss
Pp. 40-42 through Activity 7A.
Assign Activity 78, p. 43.

Discuss "Tne Changing Nature of
English." In class follow through
with Learning Activities 4-8.
Assign Activity C on page 3.

Reading and thinkIng
critically

Dictionary Understanding the Eng]

language
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UNIT

Generalization: Man constantly seeks to satisfy his need for food, clothing, and shelter and his other wants;
in so doing he attempts to adapt himself through' utilization and exploitation of the earth.

Objectives Humanitarian Approach

To develop the ability to
write easily, legibly, and
pleasingly

To listen acutely

To establish patterns of
dictionary reference for
use throughout the school

Year

Continued from Day I

Related Content

Spelling_ for Word Mastery,
p. 3, Diagnostic Pretest 2

Spelling for Word Master',
p. 2, Part II Pretest

ErLglish in Action,

Ch. 4, pp. 37-40,
"Guide ;7ords" and

"Pronouncing Correctly"

Building_ Better English,
Ch. 10, pp. 17)-182,
"Using the Dictionary"

To understand that man meets 1his Is .America's Story,
asic needs and desires in Unit IV, Ch. 11-12
i variety of ways

CI;
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(continued) DAY II

Concept: Basic human needs.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and Language Arts

Practice writing letters a, d,

g, m, n, 1, e, ti, u, and central.

Take test and check for ability
in hearirg both initial and final
consonants. L. I,

Check assignment. Discuss
Pronouncing Correctly. Practice
Activity 3(1-2) in class.
Discuss Activity 4 and assign
Activity 5, pp. 39-40.

Check assignment. In class
follow directions for Activities
B and C, pp. 179-180. Assign
Guides for Using the Dictionary,
pp. 181-182.

Resource Material

Study Article I of our
Constitution the powers of
the legislative branch of our
government.

Skills to be Stressed

This Is America's Story,
pp. A2-A32
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Forming letters legibly
and slanting them uniformly

Developing listening
ability

Improving dictionary skiin

Understanding the
Constitution



c2aneralization: In constinAy seeks to satisfy his need for food, cloraing, and shelter and hie other wants;
fn so doing he attempts CO adapt himself through ,Ailization and exploiration of the earth.

Objectives

I., understand the development
ci chz English langnage

lo develop indepcnd.ace of
1.igemeot in reading

"aunanitarian Approach ?elated Content

Building BetterELngliah,
Ch. 1, 1.4). 3-6, "The
Origin of English"

The 3tuk o, Literature,
L.TI, III, "Hia5ratha's

Fa3ting," pp. 2013-215

Exo.nratfans through
RTaqing, L.I, "Jason
and the Golden Fleece,"
pp. 304-315



ONE (continued) CONTINUATION OF DAY II

Concept: Basic human needs.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and the Language Arts

Check assignment on p. 3, Activity
C. Discuss "The Origin of English,"
p. 3, and follow with Activities A,
B, C on p. 4. Discuss "The Old
English P-triod" shcwing the Latin
influence and assi,rn Activities
A and B on p. 6.

Resource Material Skills to be Stressed

Urderstanding the inglish
language

Let students read selected
passages and interpret (paraphrase)
them. Discuss questions asked
in Reading Skills, p. 215. Test.

Answer questions on Understanding
the Story, p. 315, through class
discussion.

66

Reading and thinking
critically



1::;1T

Generalization: Man constantly seeks to satisfy his need for food. clothing, shelter anu his other wants;
in so doing he attempts to adapt himself through utilization and exploitation of the earth.

Objectives Humanitarian Ap,roaoh

----____________.-------------
Related Content

To learn how co study Continued from Day I Spelling. far Word ffstery,

spelling p. 4, Diagnostic ?retest

To understand that man meets
basic needs and desires in a
variety of ways

What are some of the basic
needs that should be
considered in writing a
constitution?

67

Sailing for Word Mastery.,
Lesson 1

English in Action, Ch. 36,
pp. 436-440. "Improve
Your Spelling"

Building Better English,
Ch. 5, pp. 84-S6, "Spelling-
Step by Step"

rills Is America's Story.,

Unit IV, Ch. 11-12



ONE (continued) DAY III

Concept: Basic human. needs.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement and Fusion of Social Resource M,eerial Skiles to be Strewed
Studies and Language Arts

Give test and check for ability Chalkboard or overhead pro- Developing ability in
to divide words into syllables. jection Fyliablcation
Practice syllabication on voca-
bulary words from Social Studies.

The class reads and discusses
the story. Words are pronounced
and recorded in vocabulary note-
book. Assign B and trial test.
Using dictionary (a dictionary
in every desk) divide words into
syllables, place diacritical
manes, and write the part of
speech.

Check assignment on pp. 39-40.
Discuss pp. 436-437. Write
Practice I, p. 438, in class.
Assign pp. 439-440 to study
fo. dictation on day 4.

Check assignment on pp. 181-
182. Real poem, "Spe'.ling,"
to c:ass. Let students give
reaction to poem. Give and
check pretests from pp. 67-
691. Discuss pretests and
"Guides for learning to
Spell" on p. 86.

Chalkboard or overhead pro-
jection

Developing ability in
syllabication
Furthering the development
of uses for the dictionary

Furthering the development
of good r)elling

Article II This Is America's Story, Understanding the
Discuss the powers of the pp. A2-A32 Constitution
President. Let each student
bring in current event articles
that illustrate difference
executive duties.

68



UNIT

Generalizon: Man constantly se.lks to satisfy hts need for food, clothing, and shelter and his other wants;
in so doing he attempts to adapt himself through utilization and exploitation of the earth,

Objectives

To enrich Social Studies

To develc9 independence
of 3udgcm2nt in reading

Humanitarian. Approzch Related Content

69

Building Better EnAlish,
Ch. 1, pp. 6-7,"Danish
Influence"

f.siploration through

Literature, L.I,
"Jason and the golden
Fleece," pp. 304-315

Windows on the World,
A.E., "The Milk Pitcher,"
pp. 12A-141



ONE (continued) CONT1NUAllON OF DAY III

Concept: Basic human needs,

Related Learning Experiences to
implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and Language Arts

Resource Material Skills to be Stressed

Check assignment on Latin
influence. Discuss the
Danish influence following
Activities A, B, C. Assign
Enrichment on p. 7.

Library material Applying English experience
to ocher related content
areas

Discuss Understanding the
Characters, p. 315. Choose
two characters from the story
and in your own wzds write
a description of each.

Use Teacher's Manual pp. 133-
134. Stress (2) Amusing
Names, (3) Humorous Comparison,
(4) C1,1ver Use of Words in
class discursions.

70

Reeling and thinking
critically



UNIT

Generalization: Man constantly seeks to satisfy his need for food, clothing, and shelter and his other wants;
in so doing he attempts to adapt himself through utilization and exploitation of the earth.

Objectives Humanitarian Approach Related Content

To develop proficiency in Continued from Day I Spelling for Word Mastery,

sounds and pronunciation Lesson I

To learn to listen acutely

To develop dictionary skills

English in Action,
Ch. 36, pp. 440-442,
"Contractions" and
"Possessive Pronoun or
Contractions"

Building Better English,
Ch. 5, pp. 86-88, "Learning
Silent-Letter Patterns"

English in Action,
Ch. 4, pp. 43-44. "Pre-
fixes and Suffixes"

To master some common words
that are frequently misspelled

To listen acutely

Continued from Day I Spelling for Word Mastery,
Lesson I

71

English in Action,
Ch. 36, pp. 444.443,
"Adding lx to words
ending in 1" and "Final e"

Building Better English,
Ch. 5, pp. 88-91, "Learn-
ing Silent-Letter Patterns,"
codtinued.



ONE (coatinued) DAY IV

Concept: Basic human needs.

Related Learning Experiences to
Inplement the Fusion of Social Resource Matetial Skills to be Stressed
Studies and Language Arcs

Tcial test. Use D for phonetic
analysis of spelling woirde
Assign final test for Day 5.

Give dictation on pp. 439-440.
Check and discuss after each
dictation activit' Discuss
pp. 440-441. Assign Activity 7
fox study. Write Activity 8
on pp. 441-442.

Discuss silent letter patterns
on p. 87. Have contest, Activity
A and B, p. 88. Assign C;
check day 5.

Check assignment. Discuss
prefixes and suffixes, P. 43.
Write and discuss Activity 8 on
page 44 in class. Assign to
learn: Common Suffixes and
Activity 9, p. 44.

Check assignment- Discuss
"Kind of Information tnat the
Dictionary Gives" and Activities
on pp. 183-184: A, B, and C.
Assign Activity D.

Recogni7ing phonetic
structure of words

Chalkboard or overhead Developing listening
projector

Chalkboard or overhead Developing listening
projector

Learning more about
the dictionaty

Learning more about
the dictIonaty

Use related activities and Reading and thinking
enrichment activities. critcially

72



UNII

Generalization: Man constantly seeks to sati,:fy his aced for food, clothing, and sheite.: and :Ili other wants;
In so doing he attempts to adapt himself through utilization and exploizalion of 07e earth.

Objectives Hurlanitarian ipproach Relat2d Content

To understand that man meets
basic needs and desires in
a variety of ways

',That are sore of the basic

needs that ,should be
considered in writing
a constituAon?

73

This Cs AlT2ti:..3',,

Unit IV, Ch. 11-12



ONE (continued) CONTINUATION OF DAY IV

Concept: Basic human needs.

Related Learning Experiences to
implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and Lari,guag.e. Arts

Article III
DiECUSS the powers of the
Supreme Court and federal
courts. Relate recent court
decisions to powers of the
Supreme Court.

Resource Xaterial Skills to be stressed

411PYica's qtqa, Understanding the Constituti.
pp. A2-A32

74



6sncralizaLion: lon c:nstantly se?ks read

in sc doing he :iLtempt,:, to :,cop! h:mseli tIltowo ut:11:z,;t1on and cd

ObLectives

io develop dictionary skills

To develop independence
of judgement

To develop dictionary skills

:Itnanitation AppreJcn Relm.cd Content

T' understand that man What are some of the
meets basic needs and basic needs that should
desires in a variety of be considered in writing
ways a constitution?

75

Ch. 10, pp. 183-185,
"Kinds of Intoimation that
the Dictionary Givt, About
Words"

Windows on the World,
A.E "The Milk Pitcher,
pp, 128-144

Building Better English,
Ch, 5, pp. 86-88, "Learning
Silent-Letter Patterns"

This Is America's Stoll,
Unit IV, Ch 11-12



ONE iccntinue6

Concept: Bat,.. 1-a,man aEeds.

kelDted Learnfng Expc...cerres, cc,

IE-pla.Pent the Scciel PC.:`,.0

!:'1.1.:dies and LansxsLe Arts
. .

Final t,ast Best !-ts.,.,11.E

be attained if graded tests
are teturnec and reviewed the
first school day after ;he
test is given. Assign Lesson 2.

Check assignment, pp. 441-442.
Discuss pp. 442-443. Practice
10, 11, and 12 in class. Study
Practice 13 for dictation next
day.

Check assignment, p. 88,
Discuss p. 89, Write and

.activity A, p. 90, in
class, Assign Enrichment, p. 91.

Amendments
Briefly chart on pesters the
amendments. Possibly using
cartoons the students create
to explain each amendment.

Tnis Is Anerica's Story,
pp. A2-A32

76

0Av V

Spe111,,g '.'orris

in as-ignJ7lent

Developing listening

Sriderstanding the
Constitution



UNIT

Generalization: Man const.'utly seeks to satisfy his need for food, clothing, anc Shelter and his other wants;
in so doing he attempts to adapt himself through utilization anc exploitation of the earth.

Objectives Humanitariar Approach

To develop an understanding
of migrations and conquests
In Europe

To test ability of students
to capitalize correctly

To develop a better under-
standing c: the English
languk.1

77

Related Content

building Better English,
Ch. 1, rp. 17-20, "Suffixes
of Place Names" and 'Places
Named by Mistake"

j'aglish in Action, No
Pretes:a. Give pretest
on capitalization.

Building Better English,
p. 313T, Pretest I,
"Capitalization"

English in Action, Ch. 4,
pp. 44-45, "Synonyms"

Building_ Better English,

Ch. 10, pp. 185-188,
"Prefixes, Suffixes, and
Root Words"



ONE (continued) CONTINUATION OF DAY V

Concept: Basic human needs.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social Resource Material
Studies and Language Arts

As a class or group activity
discuss these pages and follow
as many activities as time permits.

Give Pretest (111.,teographed),

copy and return day 6. Go over
test in class, aivJA,g correct

answers, and discuss the reason
why ea,h is now correct.

Check assignment. In cl ss
write Activity A-B, pp. 4-45.
Discuss synonyms. Asii:5n

Activity 11, p. 45.

Check assignment. Follow
activities E, F, and C if
ability and time permit.
Discuss and assign prefixes,
suffixes, and root wore',
pp. 186-187. Assign class
to learn g-ides for oard
parts and write Activity A,
p. 18B.

78

Skills to be Stressed

Comprehending or relating
to people of early times
(the past)

Testing studcat's ability
to cap!ralile

Developing and understanding
English

Developing and understanding
English



UNIT TWO 01CVIEW FON T1:111

11.e GQ1'.(4ls of modela United S.:ar.C.:. begat

with the pioaee:'s usstward Fovemeut into the

tart. on spec:, in the

The Unite-. States soon bcrome cite world',1

leading in4ustii61 nation. Our industrial

growth brought many :rohlems aI.itg with

benefits.

We shall study nome of these 1:roblema,
particularly those that resulted f:om new
machines and new methods applied to Terming.

Recognizing and writing good sentences
and boilding good paragraphs will continue
to be stressed in writing themes,

79'80

Tzaioa;.g and or,aczicc is .>1%e ln

intonation (stress. pitch, :nd
improve speech habits

Sentence structure and buil:Tang good
paragra,;in wall be e:':lohesiced in v:.ting

latters, bicglophtes, and too' iepocts.

fir;

Co. cirued ol.1..osas VIII ;e:, pla,ed co aced

listening, speaking, and stL4 haslts.

2



UNIT

Generalization: The scanence of human activities acid culture patterns is related to geographic location
and accessibiiity and to the particular time in which human beings live. People in
different stages of civiliz,tion react differently to similar environments.

Objectives 4umanitarian Approach Related Content

To gain poise. self-confidence, 'What character portrayals English in Actiln,
and better diction have impressed the students: Ch. 15, "Time Out for

movie, T.V., theater? roetry;" Ch. 12, "En-
joying Stories"

To understand that communities
ire a result of people working
together conservatively to
meat individual and social
needs

To understand that individuals
are affected by their cultural
backgrounds and in turn J.:Inv-
ence and modify any new groups
contacted

What are some of the community
activities in which the stu-
dents participate and what
needs are met for them by
their !..irticipition?

How do the students' associ-
ations at home, school, and
in the community influence
the way they live?

81

Building setter English,
Ch. 22, "Choral Reading"

This Is America's Storms,

Ch. 21, "The Last Frontier
is Settled"



TWO

Concept: Man and his environmait.

Related .earning Experiences t)
Implement the fusion of Social
Studies a'oi Language Arts

Ask pupils to be nrepared
to read a poem or short
story of their own choice
to the class.

Make a scrapbook showing
ways of living in towns
and on farms as the last
frontier is settled.

Trace western settlement
and transcontinental
railroad by drawing ma?
of the U. S. by 1890.

Resource Material

-4_
Skills to be Stressed

Classroom resource tuaterials; Reading, writing, speaking
tapes and recordings of plays and listening
and poems.

Cutright, Prudence, et al.,
Living in the United States

World Book Encyclopedia

Library and classroom resource
materials; newspapers and
magazines

The Great. West,

American Heritage
Transparency Masters: No.53-54
Film: "Meet the Sioux Indians"
Film: "Westcard Growth of Our

Nation"

82

Using research skills
to locate, gather, and
organize information and
illustrate it



UNIT

Generalization: The secrence of human activities and culture sterns is related to geographic location
and accessibility and co the particular time In which human beings live People in
different stages of civilization react differently to similar environments.

Objectives

To understand how literature
relates to other subject areas

Humanitarian Approach Related Ccntent

83

Ideas in Literature
Directions, A.E.,
The Drummer Coln of Shiloh,
pp. 476-461;
"Achilles Deatheridge",
pp. 474-475;
The Man WIthout a Country,
pp. 240-257

Adventures for Readers I,
pp. 219-240;
The Man Without a Country,
pp. 405-420

The Study of Literature,
L. III,
The Man Without a Co-ntry,
pp. 230-254

Explorations through
'tearlim, L. I,

"Paul Bunyan," pp. 220-222
"A Statue of Mr. Lincoln,"
pp. 253-264;
"From the Second Inaugural
Address," p. 265;
The Oregon Trail--1843,"

pp. 266-267;
"Song of the Years,"
pp. 268-278;
"I Hear America Singing,"
p. 279



TWO

Concept: Mar, and his environment,

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and Language Arts

Have the students write
limericks and riddles to be
guessed by the class on:
Annie Oakley, Wyatt Earp,
tat Carson, Calamity Jane,
Bat Masterson.

Resource Materials Skills to be Stressed

Students will t.y out for toles
they would like to read. Read
the play as an activity.
L. I, II. Produce one play as a
class of group project. L. 111.

In a class or group discussion,
students talk about the author's
life, what right have int-11:erlcvd

him to write the olay, th*q.e of
the play, chatacie: traits, plat.
and climax. L. I, II, III.

Library and classroolci resource Applying imagination and
material originality to factual

material
Gray, Iilliam S. and Arbuthnot.
`fey Hill, People and_ yrojAress
L. I, II

Rus.sell, David H., et al.,
On_Story yilgs, f . 1, 11

!Abrary and classroom rLsoutce
material

'Gila 8., ct. al.,

Riches
Ike ; Tati';ht

pp.

''fancy hl!.:s." If);;

'Reber: E. Lee,' pp. 162-163,
"A Nor.eir.no in the Sky,
pp. irs,4-168:

Pioneers: v Pioneers:,-
pp. 1E9:

"Toward the Sunset," pp. 170-172.

84

Sen.E.in,,, !lc:acing, a;-,d

speCAing chotac,ers'
roles in a 1-1T...

CpderstatIdIrg that although
plays have a LfiC-W, setting,
haracters, plot, ani
climax, its form is different
Iront oilier literacy wor%s



Generalization: The sequence of human activities and culture patterns is related to neographic location
and accessibility and to the particular time in which human beings live. People in
different stages of civili-.ation react differently to similar environments,

Objectives

To improve writing and spell-
ing for cjsc in all written
experiences

To follow correct usage in
letter writing

To understand he
formation and pro -

nunciation of words

Humanitarian Approach Related Content

What personal experiences of Reaching_3ur Coal,
the students necessitate writ- "Your Handwriting Fits
ing and how would better writ- In", p. 1;

ing he an advantage to them? "Letter Courtesy", p. 9;
"Heading of Letter", p. 10;

"Address of Envelope",
p. 11;

"Patriotism", p. 31.

What occasions do the students
have to write letters?

What words do the students
know that have special
connotations for their age
group (e.g. "pad", "cool", etc.)
and do they know the denotation
of these?

85

Building Better English,
Ch. 18, "Becoming a
Good Correspondent;"
Ch. 4, "Improving Your
Writing Skills"

English in Action,
Ch. 28, "Purotuating
Simple Sentences and
Quotation;"
Ch. 29, "Capitalization;"
Ch. 7, "A Letter for You;"
Ch. 16, "Business Writing"

Spelling for Word Mastery,
Lesson 7-12



Concept: Man's boundless influence.

Related Learning Experiences
to implement the fusion of

Language Arts and Social Studies

Resource Material Skilis to oe Stresses;

Make a poster or chart showing how
the colonies were governed. L. I, II,
III.

Conduct a mock town meeting discuss-
ing the rights the colonists brought with
them to the New World, the needs to ex-
pand these rights, England's attempts to
curb this expansion, and the colonists' re-
sistance to these attempts. L, I, II, III.

Classroom resource materials.

Library and classroom resource material.

World Book Encyclopedia.

Gathering and zssimili3ting
materials.

Organizing, thinking, summarizing
facts, speaking andlistening.

Conduct a debate: Resolved that the
colonies were justified in their opposi-
tion to the king, even to the extent of
open rebellion. L. III. Organize "Com
mittees of Correspondence" and carry on
correspondence among the committees.

0011.

Library and classroom resource materials.

Anderson, Vivienne, and Shufelt, Laura M.,
/jaw Arnerjga, pp. 127.145.

McCracken, Glenn, and Walcutt, Charles C.,
Wig Reading, pp. 57.137.

Smith, Nile, et al., '/oyages in Readino. pp. 60-
129.

Vinton, Iris, Our Nation's j3uilderi, pp. 172.210.

World Balk Encyclopedia, "Lincoln Douglas De
bate."

McCracken, Glenn, and Walcutt, Cherie!: C.,
Laic, Reading (6), pp. 256.335.

Thinking critically and developing
security in the use of language.

Draw a campaign map of the Revo
lutionary War for the bulletin board.
Use red flags for British victories and
blue flags for American victories I. I

11,

Conduct a mock television program
coverirg events and leaders L. I, II,
III.

Geography lab.

Library end classroom resource material

86

Lls'ng maps to depict historic&
events.

Extracting rnfcrrnatidn from
both reading e,to



['NIT

Generalization: The sequence of human activities and culture patterns is related to geographic location
and accessibility and to the particular time in which human beings live. People in
different stages of civilization react differently to similar env'.ronments.

Cbjentives Humanitarian Approach Related Content

To understand that leadership Who are leaders in the school
develops where many people work (monitors, class officers, cheer-
together leaders, sports leaders, etc.),

and how do they work with all
the students?

To understand the relationship
of literature to social
studies

87

This Is America's Story,
Unit II, Ch. 22, American
History - The U. S.
Becomes a Great Industrial
Nation

Adventures for Readers,
L.I, "Exploring America's
Past,' "Evangeline,"
pp. 446-479

Windows on the World, A.E.,
"Beauty is Where You Find
It," pp. 220-262

Ideas in Literature -
Directions, Cluster 15:
Treasure Island, pp. 514-
538, Robert Louis Stevenson;
Cluster 8, "Recognition,"

1)2. 273-317

The StuCy of_ Literature,

L II, III, "Plot," pp. 5-93



TWO

Concept: an and his environment.

Related Learning Experiences to
Icplement the Eus:,on of Social
Stddies and Language Arts

Select a leader mentioned in
this unit and write u short
bicw,caphy.

Allow students to make a
book report on a book they
have read which relates to
this period of American
history. Reports will be
read in class.

Resource Material

Library and Classroom resource
materials

Sinclair, Upton, The Jungle

The Story of America's Industry
by Shippen

The Master Bullaer by Wade
(biographical sketches of Fell,
Carnegie, Ford)

Smith, Nile, et al., Voyages
in Reading, L.1II

McCracken, Glenn, et al.,
Basic Reading (8), L.III

Smith, Nila B., et al.,
Challenges in Reading, L.II1

88

O

Skills to be St!'essed

research
to locate, organi7.e

and relate information

Using skills of
reading, reporting,
and speaking



UNIT

Generalization: The sequence of human activities and cJitc:e patterns is related to geographic location
and accessibility and to the particular time ,n which human beings live. Pecple
different stages of civilization react differently_to :3imilar environments.

Objectives Humanitarian Approach Related Content

To understand that with unity What are some of the
and cooperation an can face problems experienced by
and solve many problems although business and agriculture
progress continually brings new today?
ones

89

This Is America's Story.,

Ch. 23-24



Concept: Man and his environment.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and Language Arts

Make a poster or chart showing
the growth of labor unions
and their objectives.

Resource Material

Libra r:, and classroom

resour.:e material

World 3ook Encyclopedia

Film: 'Rise of Organized Labor"

90

Skills to be Stressed

Gathering and assimilating
materials
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UNIT
THREE OVERVIEW FOR VNIT THk

A nation is made up of individuals not
only wise leaders, but a people who have the
vision and the will to make a dream come true.

This unit is about American people. The

need for more workers brought large nujbers
of immigrants to cur country. Most of these
people were disillusioned with their own
countries and had dreams of a better way of
life for themselves and their children. The
Iopulation of our large cities grew and this
creared problems of housing, sanitation,
education, etc.

Efforts have been mad, to overcome
certain problems in Ameri.an life. Ws shall
s vIdy about soma of the changes that have
taken place in eduaation, in literature,
in science and the arts, and in the use of
leisure time.

9 /93

A study of the parts of speech is begun
with verbs and their uses in sentence patterns.
Stress will be laid on the agreement of verbs
with subjects as to numbel., principle parts of
verbs and conjugation of verbs, especially
troublesom6 verbs: lie, lay; sit, set; rise,
raise, etc. and contrations'of verbs with
prorouns and verbs with not.

Sentence structure and building good
naragraphs will be emphasized in writing
r'ports, letters, biographies, and book
repots.

Continued emphasis will be placed on good
listening, speaking, and study habits.



UNIT

Generalization: It Prical ements nay have significance that rearl.es Int. beyond the limits of
or provinces or the place of their origin. The cxrlch:tde implications

of such vents must be undestoca.

Objectives

To understand that the growth
and development of any area of
the world can be traced to a
combination of internal and
external factors

Humanitarian Approach Related Content

What experience of "rebellion"
have the students facers?

(Home or school rules, group
diffeunces.)

9+

This Is America's Story,
Unit VIII, Ch. 25-26



THREE .

Concept: Man's boundl.As inflsnce.

Relatod Learning Experiences t,
Implement the Fusion of Social"
Studies and Languaee Arts__

Discip's the accomplishments
that Immigrants and American
Neglo:e have made to the
Unitei States.

Chart the problems caused by
maasve immigration such as
slust,i, disease, sanitation,
etc.

Resource Material

McCtdckqn, Glenn, and Walcott,
Charles C., Basic,Readige ;6)

Classroom resoUrce

Library and classroom resource
material

McCracken, Glenn, et al.,
Basic Reading (8), L.II, III,
"Rip Van Winkle," The Raven,"
"Zodlnirsky's Duel,"
"Rloinsoe Crusoe - The Journal,"
"The Silver Mine," "The Odyssey -
Ulysses and the Cyclops"

Smith, Nile B., ct al., Riches
in Reading. L.I, II,
"My Lani is Fair for Any Eyes
to See," "A Tale of Three
Trualts," "Dolly Madison"

Smith, Nile B., et al., Challenges
in Reading, L. II, III,
"In the United States"

Film: "Story of An Imtigrant"
Transparency Master - No. 55-56

95
!!t;

Skills to be Stressed

Using charts to depict
historical problems



UNIT

eneralization: Historical events may have significance that reaches fat beyond the limits of
states or provinces or the place of their o'igin. The worldwide implications
of such events must be understood.

Objectives HumaAtarian Approach Related Content

To understand that the growth
and development of any area of
the w9rld can be traced to a
:ombination of internal and
external factors

What experience of "'rebellion"
have the students raced? (Hor.e
or school rules, group differ-
ences.)

This Is America's Story,
Unit VIII, Ch. 25-26

ro iorrove reading ability
and relate literature to
Social Studie:'

96

Adventures for Readers I,
exploring America's Past,
pc. 193-219,
i'a,1 Revere's Ride,"

"1.e '..agend of Sleepy

Holl-w," pp. 268-287,
"Tall Tales and Fantasy,"
pp. 241-289

Exploration Through
Literature, L.I,
"The Letters of Jefferson,"
pp. 180-185;
"America the Beautiful,"
p. 240;
"Johnny Tremain and Goblin,"
pp. 242-250;
"First Fart of the Declaration
of Ind4endence," pp, 251-252;
"Letters to His Daughter,"
by Thomas Jefferson, pp. 466-
468;

'Suspense and M. tery,"

pp. 356-425



THREE

Concept: Man's boundless influence.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social Resource Material Skills to be Stressed
Studies and Language Arts

Library and classroom
resource material

Using library and class-
room resource material
to relate to history

Follow activities suggested
in Teacher's Manual.

DiLtinmary of American Relating literature to
Biography, Sccibner other subject areas

Gray, William S., et al.,
People and Progress,
pp. 342-386

Johnson, Eleancr H., and
Jacobs, Leland B., Adven-
ture Lands, pp. 322-376

Smith, Nile, et al.,
Voyagos in Reading,
pp. 246-264

U.S. History Transparency
Masters, No. 10-21

Vinton, Iris, Our Nation's
Builders, pp. 152-238

01
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UNIT

Generalization: Historical events may ave a significance tnat reaches far beyond the limits of
states or provinces or the place of their origin. The worldwid.e implications

of such events must be understood.

Objectives

To improve reading ability
and relate literature to
Social Studies

Humanitarian Approach Related Content

Windows on the World,
A.E., L.I, "America
Grows," pp. 66-126;
Ideas in Literature:
Directions, Cluster 4:
"Never Say Die," pp. 143-167;
Cluster 5: "Where It
Stops Nobody Anows," pp.
lo9-213

The Story of Literatuz,
L.II, III, "Poetry,"
pp. 588-651

To develop skill in building What recent program or event English in Action, Ch. 3,
gcod par-graphs can the students briefly retell "Writing Paragraphs";

and do so in logical order? Ch. 34, "Writing Complete

Sentences"

Building Better English,
Ch. 8, "Recognizing Complete
Sentences"; Ch. 7, "Wrizing
Paragraphs snd Themes"

S.S



THREE

Concept: Man's boundless influence.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and Lan ua e Arts

Resource Material Skills to be Stressed

Introduction to Literature Relating literature to
L.II, III, pp. 197-227 other subject area

O'Daly, Elizabeth G., and
Nieman, Egbert W., L.I,
Adventures for Readers,
p. 582

Classroom resource material

Smith, Nita B., et al., Voyages
in Read, ig, L.II, III, pp.
60-66, 67-69, 70-73, 516-545

McCracken, Glenn, et al., Basic
Reading (B), L.III, pp. 516-545,
220-235

Smith, Nile B., et al., Challenges
in Reading, I.. III, pp. 142-148,
187-197, 317-320, 518-649; p. 149,
150

Construct a "Living paragraph"
from a topic sentence by asking
each student to think of sentences
related to the topic sentence.
After students have read their
sentInces, let them line up if
choir selten,es are judged by
the class to be related to the
topic sentence. Students will
rearrange themselves until the
class is satisfied that the
paragraph is the best one they
can make. 99

Understanding sentence and
paragraph structure



UNIT

Generalization: Historical events may have significance that reaches far beyond the limits
of states or provinces or the place of their origin. The worldwide implications
of such events must be understood.

Objectives Humanitarian Approach Rpl.,ted Content

To 'low that a democracy not only Why is it important that the
provides opportunities but also United States become a world
carries responsibilities with it power?
for eacn member and for other
free countries of the world

To understand that a democracy
provides for a vast area within
the United Stares and within
ocher free countries of the
world

To develop an appreciation
of reading

Why must the United States
move slowly in annexing
nations?

What stories have the
stAdents read (or seen
depicted on T.V.) that
they especially liked?

100

This Is America's Story,
Unit IX, Ch. 27

This I. AL.erica's Story,

Unit IX, Ch. 28

Windows or the World,
A.E., "The Sporting
Spirit," pp. 128-182

Ideas in Literature
Directions, Cluster 6:
"The Sig Wish," pp. 215-
257

The Study of Literature,
L.II, III, "Character,"
pp. 94-177

Adventures for Readers,
1.1, "Outdoors," pp. 55-91



THREE

Concept: Man's boundless influence,

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and Language Arts

Interview Theodore Roosevelt
and Woodrow Wilson having them
give their views on industry
and goaernment

Chart the United States'
annexation process and system

alliances from the end of
the Spanish-American War to
1910.

After the storie3 have been
read just for fun, students
could write character sketches,
present as a play, or write
original tall tales.

Resource Material Skills to be Stressed

Library and classroom resource
material

Film: "Woodrow Wilson"
"Theodore Roosevelt"

U.S. History Transparency Masters,
61

Vinton, Iris, Our Nation's_ Builders,

Doorways to Discovery,
A.E., pp. 108-146, 148-
191, 324-356

Adventures for 'ars,

L.I, Unit 8

Introduction to Literature,
L.11, III, pp. 410-499

101
: 1;2

Understanding and orally
expressing basic principles
and characteristics of our
political system

Thinking critically con-
cerning historical problems
in terms of causes, trends,
attitudes, and behavior

Developing a visual image
of the United States
and her alliances prior to
1910

Adjusting speed of reading
to selected material



UNIT

Generalization: Historical events may have a significance that reaches far beyond the limits of
states or provinces or the place of their origin. The worldwide implications
of such events must be understood.

Objectives Humanitarian Approach Related Content

To understand word
formation and ,ro-
nunciation

To compose sentences by
following rules for
correct usage

To improve penmanship

How do the students'
younger brothers and
sisters talk, or did they
as babies talk, as compared
to the way they and adults
talk?

102

Snelling for Word Mastery,
Lessons 13-18

English in Action,
Ch. 19, "Subject and Verb,"
Ch. 20, "Making Verbs
Agree with Their Subjects,"
Ch. 21, "Using Correct
Verbs"

Building Better English,
Ch. 9, "Using Verbs in
Building Sentences"

Reaching Our Goal,
Your Kealth," p. 5

"Poetry Appreciation," p. 28
Your Signature," p. 3
"Gur Safety," p. 8



THREE

Concept: Man's boundless influence.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and Language Arts

Select root words from vocabulary
and spelling assignment and make
new ones by adding prefixes, suf-
fixes, or both.

Teach relationship of subject and
verb, agreement of verb with sub-
ject, principal parts of verbs,
conjugation of verbs, and sentence
patterns. Select topic sentences
from content area and underline
subject and verb. Students
may read their sentences and the
class will choose the best topic
sentences to be written on
chalkboard or transparencies.
Later these sentences mar be used
for diagramming.

Resource Material Skills to be Stressed

Classroom resource material Building vocabulary by
understanding word
structure and word families

Chalkboard or overhead pro-
jector

English Transpam,cy Masters,
8th, I., No, 9-14, 23-25, 31-

Using sentence pattern
(subject-verb); conju-
gating; diagramming in
order to see sentence
structure at a glance

Library and classroom resource Improving penmanship
material

103
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UNIT FOUR

OVERVIEW FOR UNIT FOUR

Since the late 1800's speedier nam.hods of
rranspoltation and communication have caused
out world to appear to be shrinking, and the
United Stares has become Increa.singly Interested
in foreign affairs.

By the early 1900's, the United Stains h.-id
Embarked on new foreign policies, particularly
toward countries in Latin Ametica and the Far
East.

President Theodore Roosevelt emphasize)
this interest by sending the fleet ca a good-
wrli around the world

skills In recegnition and usage c,f ccraon
ond proper .,cues with their plural and hiSSESS1Va
rc4mittc.n is reviewed, Use .11 ric,ens in

,entence structure r.s, sehieci, pridicat.:2

rcanative, and ebjIct of verbs and -Jsc or
roans is piactiCcd. Diagrammn::

-orbs end cuhJe.ts i, inttcd:Iced end
dracti,ed.

106

training and practice 15 given in vol.:0
intonation kstress. Pitch. .and juncture to

improve speech uabrcs.

The treatment of short stone -., ;,()Cr.S,

ind pia:;s W111 be presented In such a '7;anner
is to recognized by the student as Irecriry
storks not just another rcadirn; lesson.



UNJI

Generalization: The interdependence of groups in a complex temporary society serves as a bond
uRich holdi, that society together.

Objectives Humanitarian Approach Related Content

To develop an appreciation
of reading

To perfect le' .r

torortion

To show that democracy not
only provides cpportunitieS
but also responsibilities, and
these responsibilities reach
beyond America's borders

What stories have the
students read c seen
depicted on T,V, that
they especially liked?

For uhat freedoms uere
Americans striving?

1117

Ideas in Literature-
Firections, A, E., Cluster 7:
'A Puzzlement, pp. 251-271;
Cluster 2: "Behold the Mighty,

pp. 61-107

The Study of Literature,
1,I1, II', Nature"
pp. 271-317

Adventures for Readers:,

I, Americans All,
pp. 381-121

Reaching dol. Goal,

Alphabetizing, p. 11-15;
"Early Interests, p. 22;
"Scientific Measurement,"
p.23

This Is A.merica's Storv,

Tait IX, Ch. 29. The
united States Flays a
Large !'art in World Affairs-



FOUR

Concept: Man's interdependence.

Related Learning Experiences to
implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and Language Arts

Resource Material Skills to be Stressed

AftLr the stories have been
read just for fun, students
could write character sketches,
present as a play, or write
original tall tales.

Copy writing from book, paying
particular attention to slant
and letter formation.

Classroom resource material Adjusting speed of reading
to selected material

Prepare a class newspaper with Lawrence Stallings, The Great
articles and editorials reporting War
events priot and during World War
1 (eg - Villa's Raid in New
Mexico, Open Door Policy, Russia-
Japanese War, Sinking of tusitania,
etc.)

Ilassroom and library resource
material

Adams, J. T., Album of American
History

Dictionary of American Biography,
Schribner

Dictionary of American History,
Schribner

March of Democracy, Schribner

Film; "Wor/i War I: Background"
"World War I: Building the Peace"
"World War I: The War Years"

Transparency Masters: U.S. History
065-66

108

Improving skills in letter
formation

Selecting main ideas and
relating supporting facts
through journalism

1'



UNIT

eneralization: The interdependenLe of groups in a comple--: temporary society serves as a bond which
holds that society together.

Objectives

To understand the use of nouns
in different parts of sentences

To develop skill in word
structure

ru understand that the degree
of aconoAc development influ-
ences Ian's living patterns

Humanitarian Approach

What "names" do the students
know (perhaps objects from
_heir pockets or purses) that
they can speak of in various
ways (subject, object, etc.)

Vhat experiences can the
students relate that show
a development of word conscious-
ness?

How does the economy affect
the t:ay the students live?

109

Related Content

English in Action,
Ch. 22, "Using Nouns
Correctly";
Ch. 25, "Completers of
Verbs"

Building: Batter English,
Ch. 11, "Using Nouns in
Building Sentences"

Spelling for ',;ord Mastery,

Lessons 19-24

This Is 'vrieri-a's Story,

liait IX, Ch. 32, pp. 67,1-6S4.
The Years Between 1920-1940'



FOUR

Concept: Man's interdpendence.

Related learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and Language Arts.

Select topic sentences from
related content, underline
nouns, and write above each
noun its use in the sentence
(subject, predicate noun, or
object).

Fretest for words in spelling
may follow a variety of
ideas: such as, give out a
syncvm for the word, dictate
sentences using spelling words,
give the meaninJ, of the word,
or give out words from the
spellin. list. Check spelling
in class. Only words misspelled
will be required by the student
OA test.

------ .-----------------

FAscuss the events leading,
to the Depression of 1929.
Chart .i economic events
significance on the outbreak
of World War II. Chart the
businecc cycle.

Resource Materials Skills to be stressed

Oh.st;room resource materials

English Transparency rasters,
8th, I, 15-16; 11I5''9

Classroom resource material

Underlining sentence
structure

Applying spellin7 skil:
to word4structure and
contex clues

Classroom resource mw.crial

Anderson, Vivienne,
felt, Laura E., Your Arerica

Dictionary of American bictor,,
Schribner

Glanzrock, Jay, Adventures in
American History

March of Democracy, Schriltf-r

Vinton, Iris, Our Nation's builders

World Look F:nevclopedia
U.S. Transparency Masters; ,i67-69
Film: 1129 ::om and 3(0 Depression"

110

rete,,rch

and co7municating the
ihformation

110



UNIT

Generalizatior The interdependence of groups in a complex temporary society serves as a bend which

holds that society together.

Objectives

To sharpen perception and
develop effective communication

Humanitarian Approach Related Content

What television or movie
playt; have the students
recently seen that impressed
them?

111

English in Action,
Ch. 18, "Entertain-
ment for Everyone"

Buildin, Better
Review,
Ch. 2, "Improving Your
Speaking Habits," (4,5);
Ch. 3, "Listening," (2,3);
Ch. 12, "Using Skills in
Special Types of Speaking"



Concept: Man's interdependence.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and Language Arts

Resource Material Skills to be Stressed

Discuss guidas to good listening
end advantages to students of
being good listeners in discussion,
lectures, reports, etc.

Students write questions based
on social studies assignments.
Students read questions in class
and cal: on others to answer.
All students listen and discuss
the answers.

Library and classroom Forming good sneaking,
resource material listening, and study !,abits

This Is :America's Story
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UNIT FIVE

OVERVIEW FGR UNIT FIVE

On a night !n early August 1914, war came
!c Europethe worst ;dot the world had known
up t, that time

The United States tried successfully to
remain at peace. Or. April 5, 1917, Congress
declated war. On Ncmember 11, 1918, the
Germans finally gave up and signed an arnis!tce.
The war was over

Presidtat Woodrow Wilson met with the
leaders of the allied countries in Pails in
1919. The United States wanted no territorial
gains, In President Wilson's words, its
chief aims were tc "make the world sate for
democracy" and to maPe the wax "a wax to end
wars "

President Wilson insisted that the peace
treaty should set up an association of nations
to help keep peace. This association would be
called a League of Nations. The League of
Nations was formed, but the United States did
not join, due tc the popular feeling that we
should remain isolationists. Instead the
United States made a separate peace with
Germany.

2ersanal pronouns, singular end plural, wt11 be
aught snd practiced as subject, predtcate nominative,
ircct ,:bjECtS of verbs and as appositives. Dia-

granaing of pronouns to sentences and agreement cf
)erhs with pronoun subjects will be stressed, Under-
standing the inference between possessive pronouns,
and tontra:tions, as well as using WE and us before
oans will be emphastzed and practiced Conjugations

of 4erbs may be reviewed here

Adjectives will be inticduced at this point as
modifiers (determinets) of nouns and pronouns, as
predicate (completeis of verbs/ adjectives Comparison
of adjectives and diagramming adjectives will oe
stressed.

111 /us



Generalization; Continuous and unrelenting change has been a universal condition of human society
throughout both remembered and recorded time.

Objectives Humanitarian Approach Rclatrd Content

To understand the theories What would happel if This Is America's Story,
that contradict and endanger democracy ceased to exist? Unit X, Ch. 30, pp. 619-623
democracy

To develop acute listening
ability and to practice
writing and spelling skills

To improve the writing of
capital letters

What new words have the
students learned in other
classes?

116

Spelling Far :;erd Mastery,,

Lessons 15-30

Reaching Our Goal, individual
Differences," p. 32; 'First
Aid Prottram," p. 25; "What's
In the Air," p. 24;

"BiblioAraphies," p. 11;
Our Opportunities," p. 18



Concept: Man meets the clallenge of change.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social Resource Material Skills to be Streased
Studies and Language Arts _ _

Discussion of Nazism and '2ascis6

Imagine yourself living in either
Italy of in Germany prior to
World War II. Write a letter
telling some of your experiences,
and the beliefs of Mussolini and
Adolph Hitler. L. I, II, III.

Dictate sentences using spelling
words, give the meaning of the
nerd without pronouncing the word,
or give out words from spelling
list and social studies vocabulary.

Make a bibliography of bocks you
have read related to social studies

Library and classroom resource
material

Film: 'Adolph Hitler, Part I"
Adolph Hitler, Part II"

Today's Isms

Library and classroom resource
material

Arians, J. f., Album of American
History.

Anderson, Vivienne, and Shufelt,
Laura A., Your America

Dictionary of American_
Schribner

117

Using rosearch skills by
relating to the past and
communicating this relation
in writing

Applying spelling skills
to word structure and
context tiros

Using skills in writing
capital letters



UNIT

Generalization: Continuous and unrelenting change has been a universal condition of human society
throughout both remembered and recorded time.

Objectives

To form the habit of
using pronouns correctly

To understand the functions
of adjectives

Humanitarian Approach Related Content

What substitute words can the
students use for names of people
or objects in the classroom?
(The names used in Unit III,
Nouns, may be used here to
supply substitute words.)

Vhat different descriptions
can the students give of
people or objects in the
classroom

118
i 1.7

English In Action.,
Ch. 26, "Parts of
Speech Pronouns";

Ch. 27, "Using Pronouns
Correctly"

Building Better English,
Ch. 13, "Using Pronouns
in Building Sentences'

English in Action,
Ch. 27, "UsinFj Correct

Adjectives"; Ch. 23, "Using
Three Kinds of :iodifiers--

Recognizing and Using Adverbs";
Ch. 24, "Using Correct
:lodifiers, Double Negatives,
Cnnfusing Adjectives and
Adverb'

Duilding Better
Ch. 15, "Using Adjectives
in Building Sentences";

Ch. 17, "Using Adverbs in
Building Sentences"



FIVE

Concept: Man meets the challenge of change.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and Language Arts

Resource Material Skills to be Stressed

As an extra activity in playing
"Who Are We?", students may
appoint recorders for each group
to list pronouns used correctly
and incorrectly. When the
game is over, the recorders will
read the list (omitting pupils'
names). The class will discuss
the misuse of pronouns and change
to correct usage.

Students choose paragraphs from
text. List adjectives and nouns
or pronouns they modify. Write
lists on chalkboard or transparencies.
Check for correct usage.

Classroom resource materials

English Transparency Masters,
Stb, I., 19-22

Classroom resource materials

Overhead projector

119

Using pronouns as sub-
jects and predicate
pronouns, as objects of
verbs, and as possessives

Understanding that ad-
jectives modify nouns and
pronouns and answer
specific questions such
as how many, what kind of
(describe) and which (point
out)
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o use literature to 'Alat books or stories have The Study of Literature,
.dentify with social the students read that L. 11, III, "America
)roblems relate to some of

problems?
their in Folklore and Tales,"

pp. 178-273; "(lid Favorites,'
pp. 425-481; Adventures
for Readers, L.I.

9
120

Windows on the World,
A.E., "America Grows,"

pp. 92-117; For the Fun
of It," pp. 318-352

Ideas in Literature
Directions, A E 9:

The Hunter end the 'Hilted,"
pp. 319-369; Cluster 1L:
"ni Youth and ar," pp. 455-493:
Cluster 1: 'A Special lend,"

pp. 15-59; Cluster 13: "Come
tisten Unto he pp. 4+1-453;
Unit VI: 'The Necklace, '

pp. 330-335; 'The Ueacon's
';lasterpiece," pp. 33i-342;

Cluster 15: Tree of TrEedC:1,
-;,;). +95-513, Rebecca Cau,i111

Ad.ronturesfor_Readers, !lock I,
L.I, "Aystery and Adventure,"
pp. 1-53; 'Family tad Frieras.'

pp. 93-143.



FIVE

Concept: Man meets the challenge of change.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social Resource Material
Studies and Languags Arts

Read selections from literature
and hold group discussions
applying procedures we have
used during the year.

Smith, Nila B., et al.,
Voyages in Reading, L.III

McCracken, Glenn, Basic
Reading (8), L.III

Smith, Nila B., et al.,
Challenges in ..Reading,
L. III

121

.ill)
t r:.

Skills to be Stressed

Responding in individual
ways to literature throug
hearing, seeing, and
sensing without too much
labor, talk, or fuss



UNIT

Generalization: Continous and unrelenting change has been a universal condition of human society
throughout bosh remembered and recorded time.

Objectives Humanitarian Approach

to understand that the desire Why are wars often
to maintain democracy often necessary?
brings the United States into
a system of alliances which
can result in participation
in a worldwide war.

Related Content

This Is America's Story,
Unit X, Ch. JO, pp, 623-632

To
not

of

understand
guaranteed
a war

that peace ?s
by the etding

What must be done to
guarantee peace after
a war?

This Is America's Story.,

Unit X, Ch. 30, pp. 632-633,
640-641

122



FIVE

Concept: an meets the challenge of change,

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social
Studies and Lang age Arts

Chart the events leading to
World War II.

Draw maps showing the system
of alliances which would result
in allied and axis powers.

Chart the system of alliances
the United Statas has formed
after World War 1I.

Make a poster the bratches
of the United Nations and the
duties of each branch.
Have a debate representing
a current problem facing the
United Nation by dividing the
class into groups representing
major divisions of the U.N.
(ie--Admittance of Red China)

Resource Material Skills to be Stressed

Classroom resource material

Films: "Second World War:
Prelude to Conflict"
"World War II: 1939-41"
"World War II: 1942-45"
"World War II: Background
and Causes"
"World War II Prologue"
"Second World War II
Allied Victory'
"Second War II-Triumph
of the Axis"

U.S. Transparency Masters, 71-74

Life's World War II

U.S. Transparency Masters, 75,77

Film! "United Nations,
Organi7ation for Peace'

U.S Transparency Masters
"United Nations"

123

Organizing tesearch material
to gather a unified concept
of causes of h+orld War II

Map skills

Applying oral and written
skills in social studies
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NIT SIX

OVERVIEW FOR UNIT SIX

In 1933 Adolph Hitler and his Nazis followers
ionised to make Germany a great nation again and
.o recover the land it had lost in World War I.

Hitler and his Nazis kedt the German people who
Jisagteed in a state of fear, killed, toituted,
imprjsioned and drove from the country anyone who
dared speak out against thin. Since six million
European Jews had been destroyed by the Nazis by
the close of World War 11.

Until 1940 and 1941, Americans had played a
neutral tole in World War 11. Then on December 7,
:941, Japan attacked Feali Harbmt, On December 8,
i941, President Franklin D Ror'evelt asked Congress
for an immediate declaration of war ageanst Japan.

On August 6, 1945, the first atomic bomb used
againnt en enemy was droppej on Hiroshima, Japan
-y the United States. On August 8, i945, the United
States dropped an atomic bomb on Nagosaki, Japan.
On August 14, Japan agreed to surtendet and on
September 2, the peace terns were signed.

In April 1945, representatives of forty-six
nations met s' San Francisco to complete the
first plans fcr a world organization for p,ace.
the result of this meeting was the United Nations.
Fifty-one nations joined at the start. The purpose
of the United Nations was "to save" later
generations from war and reaffirm the "faith
in fundarcental human rights, in the dignity and
worth of the human person, in equal rights of
men and women and of nations large and small."

17.6

In spite of the United Nations, there has been an
uneasy peace -the "cold war." During the last twenty
years, the United States and other countries that believe
in freedoz have been involved in the "cold war" against
communist countries led by Russia and China. The world
has been engaged in a struggle between fteedom and
communism.

Learn how to use prepositions and conjunctions
in building sentLnces. Make games using all the wctds
you ran think of to tell about some noun; such as mountain,
house, school, town, etc. Of cou,e you think of about,
from, otter, on, inside, etc. These are prepositions
which show relationship between a noun or pronoun and
some other word in a sentence.

Learn about prepositional phrases used as adjectives
of atherbs and how to tell them apart.

Dia6tam t.,entences w,..tu prepositional phrases.

Students will learn about Indirect objects of
erbs and how to diagram sentences using indirect objects

Students will learn how to build compound sentences
by using conjunctions and practice diagramming tompound
sentences

Students will review the year's lock in linguistic
grammar by studying words and patterns, structure words,
auxiliaries, adjective-adverb distinction, qualifiers
(ot intensifiers), indirect objects, objective complement,
prepositions, and conjunctions.

4
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Objectives

To unletstand that the
desire for democracy brin,,;s

with it a systeca of allies and
enemies which result in a
war of words.

;ro tcJ I

dhy do you 11:Ive, to uade.c-

stand A thCOrY that con-
flicts with your own
governn.ent?
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SIX

Concept: Man attempts to meet the challenge of national and world problems.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social Resource Material
Studies and Language Arts

Parallel the ideologies of
democracy and communism through
discussion and charts.

Film: "Nightmare in Red"-Part I
"Nightmare in Red"-Part II
'Theory of Tactics:

Bolsheuism on the March"

"Comnunism"
"Challenges of Ideas"
"Nikita Khruschev"
"Stalin"

What You Should Know About
Communism and yhy, Scholastic
Cook Service

Skills to be Stressed

The World of Communism, Swearingen

Today's Isms, Ebenstein

Communism: hat It is and How
It ',:orks, Schlesinger/Blustan

The Conmunist Ideology from Lenin
to Khruschev

The Communist Manifesto, Karl Marx,
Fredeich Engels

128

410
(..t)

Understanding of political
ideologies
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Concept: Man attemps to meet the challenge of national and world problems.

Related Learning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social Resource Material Skill to be Stressed

Studies and Language Arts

Play the "house" game. Use
prepositions with relation to
the house, furniture, family,

etc. Diagram sentences with
prepositional phrases. Join
words, phrases, and clauses
with conjunctions.

Practice (orally) making
compound sentences. Write
compound sentences found in
content area of literature
and social studies.

Study .x. rd formation for
spelling lesson hoots,
prefixes, .suffixes, or both).

Classroom resource material
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Developing skill in uses

of prepositions, conjunctions
and compound sentences

Developing the ability
to form new ..'ords sad uncle
stand new words when met witt

on the priuted page.



Generalization: Consideration of the security an wulfare of the people of our awn tatien,
well as people of other nations, remains the mark of the civilized man

an.d_ilas_pow becolre t.heari_ce. of_patvonal_suryiyal.as well,

Objectives

To uaderstrnd that the desire
for democracy brings with it
a system of allies 'rd enemies
which result in a war of wori:s

To understand that a war of
words often results in military
conflict although it is an
undeclared war

humanitarian Approach Related Content

That would happen if ws
never considered other '

What would result if America
remained in isolation?

131

This Is America's StorK,
Ch. 30, pp. 642-648,
The Cold War"

This Is America's Story,
Unit X, Ch, 638
Korean War
Viet Nam War - No Text
Current periodicals
Mass Media



SIX

Concept: Man attempts to meet the challenge of national and world problems.

Related L!arning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social
Studies aid Language Arts

Draw a map of the world
indicatin3 the Pro-western,
Communistic, and neutral patio a ;.

Trace the rise of Communism
in China emphasizing the
split bcAieen Russia and
China.

Post a hall of Fame of
present day world political
figures.

Write a journal of an American
soldier End south Vietnamese
citizen--describing conditions,
clinote, country, resources,
history of country, communistic
intentions, etc.

Resource Material

Films: "Thailand, Land of Rice"
"South East Asia Story- -
The People"
"South East As!.a Story- -

The Land"
"Mao Tse Tung"
"China Under CommuAism"
"Communistic Impeiialism"
"Chira: Land and the People"

Democracy. vs Communism, 2nd Edition
Colegrove

Voices Through the Iron Curtain

Senior Scholastic

Mass Media

Two Viet Nams--Regional 1 Series

U.S. Transparency Masters, 78-80

U.S. Transparency Masters "Viet Nam"

132

Skills to be Stressed

Interpreting distribution of
democracy and communism
throughout the world

Understanding the affects of
the cold war through jourAalis:



;eneralization: Consideration or the security and welfare of the people of our own n,itIon,
as well as people of ether nations, remains the mark of civilized man and

has now Qcs2Re

Objectives Humanitarian ApproacU

:o wee literature to identify with
social problems

What books or stories have
the students read that relate
to these social problems?

133
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Related Content

Windows on the A.E.,

"Growing tip," pp. 354-404;
"America Grows," pp. 118-126;
"Giants of the Earth,' pp. 264-
316

ideas in Literatvre Directions,
A.E., Cluster 11: "The Solt-
Hearted Crook," pp. 383-409;
Cluster 10; 'Flesh a Stone and
Bones of Steel,' pp. 321-33l

The Story of Literature, L. II,

III, "Biography," pp. 432-481;
"Sports," pp. 374-431; "Drama,"
pp. 485-537

Adventures for Aad,rs L. I.,

The World Arouad Us," pp. 145-
191



SIX

Concept: Man attempts to meet the challenge of national a,:d world problems.

Related LearningLearning Experiences to
Implement the Fusion of Social aesource Material
Studies and Language Arts

Think of the kindest person
you have ever known, or the most
unkind. Be ready to describe
this person to the class,
specifying his actions which
cause you to feel as you do
about him.

Smith, :,:ila B., et al.,

Riches- in Reading, pp. 12-36,
47-48, 1,;7-191, 226-228, 236-
240, 250-253, 257-262, 279-234,
285-292, 312-318, 367-373,
395-399, 406-409, 459-465,
533-536, 225, 254

McCracken, Glenn, et al.,
Basic yesdiag. (8), pp. 70-
76, 93-108, 140-145

Smith, Alla B., et al.,
Challenges in Reading, pp. 12-
20, 48-51

134

Skills to be Stressed

Learning to find the
author's purpose in
writing a particular
poem or story

Learning to explain
our feelings in relation
to others
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APPENDIX
ENRICID1ENT CHALLENGE

EIGHTH GRADE

Enrich the content material by planning
learning experiences that relate today's world
to that of yesterday, "highlighting today" and
"making yesterday alive." This can be done
ly including current topics that correspond to
topixs being studied or by planning activities
that relate to material as it occurs on calendar
holidays. Possible challenges for enrichment are
listed below.

Corresponding current topics:

Unit One - Civil Rights issues and new inter-
pretation of our Constitution

Unit Two Exploration into space, the oceans,
and beneath the earth's crust in
relation to westward movement

Unit Three - Resistance and revolutionary
movements in industry, agriculture,
and economics

Unit Four - Current issues that stress America's
continuing cycle of isolationism
and internationalism

Unit Five - Changes in the American way of life
today and how these changes have
affected internationalism

Unit Six - The competitors of democracy

1

Significant calendar holidays,

Mid-South Fair Make your own Fair display
of Tennessee's products, industries, etc.

Columbus Day, Oct. 12 - Dramatize The Landing
of Columbus."

Veteran's Day, Nov. 11 - Conduct a program for
Veteran's Day including speeches, poems, and
readings. This may be presented as an assembly
program.

Thanksgiving Day - Conduct a skit about The
First thanksgiving" or write poems about it.

Christmas, Dec. 25 - Make reports on customs of
people in their countries, preferably countries
included in the studies during the year.

Lincoln's Birthday, Feb. 12 - Read and perform
a play about Lincoln.

Washington's Birthday, Feb. 22 - Make oral reports
about Washington.

Easter - Produce an Easter panorama with a natratc
or mate reports on Easter customs.



Unit I

LANGUAGE ARTS - SOCIAL STUDIES

Alternate Generalizations

Unit 11I

Past and present civilizations represent our
cultural heritage. The races, cultures, and
civilizations in most areas of tho world and
of most historical periods, beginning with
the dawn of recorded history, have made some
contributions to the growth of our present
civilizations.

No real break exists between the cultures of
the ancient Neolithic farmers and the great
civilizations of today. The rate of cultural
progress and the dissemination of new knowledge
have accelerated tremendously. The use made
of great cultural advances is thP most urgent
problem in the modern world.

To exist, man must utilize natural resources.
Groups develop ways of adjusting to and
controlling the environment in which they
exist. Hunan change, and even the whole
structure of civilization, may depend upon the
nature and extent of man's supply of energy
and bis ability to utilize and control it.

The significance of the physical features of
the earth is determined by man living in
his environment The natural environment
may set the broad limits of economic life
within a region, but it is non who determines
its specific character within the Ulnas
of his culture.

Life on the earth is influenced by the earth's
(global) shape, its size, and its set of motions.
The shape of the earth causes the unequal dis-
tribution of sunlight, which in turn influences
the circulation of the atmosphere and causes
differences in climate and natural vegetation.

njor climatic regions coincide approximately
with major vegetatior. zones, because vegetation
is related to climatic conditions. Natural
vep,etation is a great resource utilized by man.
The physical elements of the earth are a unit,
and no pact can be understood fully except in
terms of its relationship to the whole.

Civil freedom - freedom of thought, speech, press,
worship, petition, and association - constitutes
the core of freedom. lath civil liberty all othor
kinds cf freedom become possible; without it, none
of them can have any reality.

Unit IV

2 / 3

In a democracy, government is the servant (.,f

the people; people are not servants of governments.
Government is by right an institution made by man
for man. The source of authority resides in the
people.

Recognition of the dignity and worth of the individua.
brings about an intelligent approach to the
improvement of human living standards, and recognitio,
and understanding of world interdependence.
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EVALUATION

Evaluation of the Language Art-,-Social Studies
program should be a constant part of the teaching-
learning process, and both the teaching and the
learning should be evaluated. This should be not
only a continuous process but also a cooperative
one. The pupil should he as conscious of all the
evaluative aspects as the teacher and should
participate in the evaluation as much as is
possible. Through involvement of both the teacher

and the learner in the teaching-learning
evaluation, each can more readily profit and
perform. Seggestad procedures for attaining
this total involvement follow.

Teaching Evaluation

Pupil teaching evaluation:

Personal reports. Have the pupils write,
individually or in groups, about the
activities, assignments, methods, etc. that
profit them the most and why; or those that
profit them the least and why. Have them
express their likes and dillikes related to
the teaching. When there is good rapport and
a climate of enthusiasm and mutual respect,
these expressions can be valuable to the
pupil's insight of himself and the teacher's
irsight of his pupils.

Oral comments. Most pupils, though to varying
degrees, express their feelings occasionally
concerning the various aspects of the teaching
processes used by a teacher. Encourage this
expression.

Teacher -pupil teaching evaluation:

Discussions. Discuss with the pupils ways of
teaching which help them the most or the least
and why ( heir likes, dislikes, feelings, etc.).
Analyze their comments and use those from which

1.1.4 I

all can best profit. Help the pupils overcome any negative
feelings.

Checklists. Make checklists with the pupils by which
obje-tives, procedures, skills, understandings,
habits, etc. can be rated.

Comparisors. Co.,Dpare with the pupils a current study
with one previously studied and develop imptovements
for the next one.

Teacher teaching evaluation:

Questionnaires. Make-put cuestionna:res for the
students to answer. What type assignments, tests, and
activities do they prefer? Are the tests, reports, etc.
being given in a way that allows them to du their best?

Observations. Listen to the pupils discussions at
work or in other situations.

Self-review. Analyze your teaching, asking yourself
such key questions as

"Am I planning wisely and far enough in advance?'
"Am I providing opportunities for all to

participate?"
"An 1 meeting the reeds and interests of my

students, the talented, the reluctsat,
and the In-betveens?"

"Are my assignments, tests, etc., either too
few, too many, too difficult, or too easy?"

"Are my assignments, tests, etc., being
returned before they lose their importance?'

"Are the objectives, skills, attitudes,
appreciations, etc., being attained?"

"Art I OoroLghly acquainted vlth each pupil
and the caliber of his wntA?"

*Checklists. Make a checklist to rate teacher-pupil
interaction to a lesson or to rate tht_ actua' lesson
itself.

*A sample checklist euide to rate teacher-pupil interaction
SI6 follows.



ALUATION (continued)
Learning E.aluatioo

pil learniug evaluatror:

Logs and diaries The rupil records his mal
activities, the extent of his participation
in class, his assigrments, and the degree of
completion of these:

Recor's. The pupil keeps r, record of books
read, special contributions to the r, lass,

progress in 'grades, etc.

*Checklists. The pupil estime.ces his o.m
achteve,cnts, contributions, etc.

Files. The pupil keeps a file of his wrIttco
work so that he may ,see his progress,

Tests, The pupil maces out quiz lists,
riddles, witching eelercises, questicns, etc,,
to be used as a teatlng activity,.

"acher-pupil learning evaluation:

i(

Conferences, Revie with the pupil lit'. log

or diary, his recor,s, checklists, and files.
Discuss his strongooints as vull as his weak
ones.

Interviews. Disci-7.er And discuss with the
pupil his difficyltles End problems.

Discussions. The class through discussions
evaluates irdividucl and group reports and
activities. Review and summarize sith the
class facts, skill', attitudes, etc, learned.

A. sample student self-evaluation checklist follows.

Tests: The teacher aid. the puplls work torathor to
review materials and Ilan a suitable test:

Teacher learning evaluation:

Obstrvations. Rate the pupils' lots or diaries, records,
and checklists. This be done during the teacher-
pupil conferenses Discuss the rating znI vie e and
law improvement can b' aade with tne pupil: Also, rata
the pupils' partictpacion and contributions in class
discussions and group 'clivities. This can be
discussed with the pain during the teacher-rupil
interviews;.

Gro.le the pupils' oral and written reports
and assignment,

**Tests. Use not only the pupil-made tests and the
teacher -pupil -made tcs:s but also the teacher-made
tests.

**Tips for teacher-ma .:e tests and a Teacher-made Test
Checklist folic,.



STUDENT SELF-EVALUATIX1 CAM:LIST

*How Do I Rate As A Group Member?

ASTRUCTIONS: Write the number of 011 words wbicb, you believe hIst apply to you in the sp.cos following

the questions. Rate as
follows: Excellent - 1; Gooe - 2; Fair 3; Poor - 4.

Did I help my group to establish its aims and dfd I understand its plans?

Did I carry out all of my group assignments quickly and effIciently?

Did I cootribute a fair share of books, materials, and work ko my group?

Did my general conduct help the smootd functioning of group activities?

*Thi5 sample self-evaluation
checklist is designed for the individual involved in group activity. but similar

checklists can be used for independent activity, too.

9
139



*TIPS FM TEACt{ER -MADE TESTS

Planning the test.

Teach not to fit a given test, but teach with
the test in mind. By all means test according
to the teaching,

Constructing the test,

Cover the material taught, asking more
questions on the most emphasized areas and
few.:r questions on the least emphasized areas.

Provide a wide range of items, always ranging
from easy to difficult and varying the type
items (essay, completion, t:ue falsc, multiple -

choice, matching):

Using the test.

Provide individual copies with clear and
definite directions, Use a test that is
relatively easy to score, allowin,,, the teacher
to he more objective, but use one that allows
the student to do his best.

:valuating the test

Get. a picture of the overall class perfoimance:
comparison of all the classes' performance may
even he desired Nake sure that both you and
the students have had a learning experience,
you in improving construction and the students
in improvirv, 2erforaance

*See disc: Suggested criteria matcrIA, Specific
Tasks, :-esting Proceoures

**CHECKLIST FOR TEACHER-MADE TESTS

Essay questions
110

Are essay questions restricted to measurement of
objectivd.. not readily measured by ether item types?

Are essay questions framed around specific prollems,
ad-quately delimited in scope?

In general, is use made of a large nuaber of brief
essays rather than one or two extended essays?

Uoes each essay qeestion indicate clearly and sec:orate]
the desired extent and depth of the ariswer?

Completion Items

Does each statement limit the correct answer to one
or two specific words or phrases?

Is an excessive numter of 1.,Juk spaces avoided!

Does the omitted past of each question come at the end
or near the end o! thu statement?

True-False Items

Is each item definite and nut ambiguoud In meaningt

Are the items based upon staterrals that arc
absolutely t-ae or false, without qualifictions or
exceptions?

Are the items free from specific deteiminers. such as
"al,:ays" and "usually"?

In the modifled true-false type of item, is the word
to he corrected clearly indicated 6v underlining or
special type?

i*Adaptation of Sherman Improvinz. t:1A-src,

Test, A Manual of Te.t Construction Procedures ;or the
Classroom leacher, University of the State of New Yolk,
Education Department. Bureau of ExwAnations and Testing,

10 Albany, New York



CHECKLIST FOR TEACHER-MADE TESTS (continued)

.rtiTlaChoice Items

the ,_ems presented in clear and sirole
]-7:1guag, with vocabulary kept as sicple as

possible?

to the °wren. aims, (d) the basis of eva1' -tton, and (e
the due date

.d.a.k.er the assignment at err amprcpriate time during the
lesson

Utilizes verbal and nonverbal student cues to determine
the length of tine allotted for making the assignment.

loco eaeh item have one and only onz correct
nswer? 1!7kes arrangements for Aifted, sle-4, or previously abscr

students so the work satisfies their needs.
each ite concerned with a Angle central

Troolem? handles students' individual problem.; without 41sturAn..
other students.

the responses or choices come at the end
,. the Incomplete strtemeas? noNiroRING IN-CLASS ASSIGNMENTS

(Suggested procedures which ray Le appropriate)

The Teacher:

Quickly establishen the type of working environment pest
'211cm Items suited for the assigned task

;,ce Coe responses gracmatically consistent
with the stem and para:',ol with one another
in form?

Are the lists of prenfs and responses Throughout t period, if necessary, takes steps to
relatively shot? reest!.bilsh A gooti working environment.

the matching lists convelently arranged?

the directions indicate clearly the basis
en ..hick the lists are to be matc.:cU?

the !1st of responses longer than the list
promises to preclude ,guessing by elimination?

*SUGGESTED UITERiA MATERIAL

ASSlG'VENT MAT'cRIAL

.5,csested procedures which may be appr,priate)

Cr7.7unleatrr, the task clearly, exvlainl::: (a)

;,r10;(7. (h) procedures, (c) the relir...n,Lft

cf rAlcational Fesearch and Servie,
Shit. .'diversity

J;

Periodically checks to insure that the work is
proceeding ge7.l.

Alettr, :Al students to common problems which develop
aid require clulsificticm.

Takes care of students' individual problems without
distuthIrg other students.

Makes nllowrnce for students who complete the task
early.

INDIMI2A1.1z1D ASS1,..NIMNT OR STUnV

(Suggested prcc,.eurcs which ray Lc appropriate)

The leacher:

..1Kes individual instructio: cn diou.osis of students'
Ntr....agths and deficiencies.

111



Develops individual patterns of instruction
in relation to student rate of earning and
level uf achievement.

Selects procedures and materiali which enhance
the cen:ent for eech student.

Ascer:ains that students understand purpose
and nature of individual assignment.

Provides atudents opportunity for individual
assistence.

Develops realistic standards of accomplishment
with each student.

Evaluates progress with individual student at
appropriate ictervrls,

Relates individual study and assignment to
classroom activities.

I'd AND CORRECTION OF ASSIGrrEFTS
( Suggested procedures which ray be appropriate)

Teacher:

.'sstates or asks a student restate the sub-
stance of the assignme and th. goals of the
assignment in relation to the goals of the
course.

Provides students, either individually or as a
group, with feedback on t1e a:curacy of their
responms.

Provicns students, either individually nr as a
group, with correct responses or some means of
findinl correct responses.

Uses classtime efficiently by giving the
answer; or explanation himse1f vhen student
resporues might lead to confusion rather tt n

12

Uses student explanation of correct answers
previously selected by the teacher when active
class participation is desired.

Assigns, when necessary, adeitional work to provide
clarification and/or practice.

Keeps a record of each student's performance on the
assignment.

CLASSROOM COMMUNICATION

THE LECTURE
(Suggested procedures which may be nr,ropriate)

The Teacher:

Lectures only when it is an effective means of attain
ing the instructional goal.

Vhen possible, provides students with an outline of
the main points to i.e covered or the questions to
be answered.

Explains the expected tole of the student and his
responsibilities to the materiel (e.g questioning
or note-taking).

Uses vocaLulary that is clearly understood by the
students.

Illustrates the main ideas and difficult concepts
through the urn of examples, anale.gies, non-verbal
symbols, and audio-visual material.

Paces the lecture and adjusts the length on the basis
of attending belavior eves, students' attention span
student response to teacher- initiated questions, and
student-initiated questions.

Refocuses student attention by highlighting and
restating the main points throughout the lecture.

Maintains student attention by varying the stimulus,

/9



e.g., moving about, gesturing, use of silence,
changing the tone and volume of voice, establish-
ing eye contact.

Adjusts physical surroundings, e.g., heating,
lighting, ad seating to facilitate the
lecture presentation.

TEACHERLED DISCUSSIONS
(Suggested procedures which may be appropriate)

The Teacher:

Insurer that '..he students are preparei to

discuss the topic.

Creates an appropriate set deigned to facilitate
the airs of instruction.

Focuses the discussion to minimiza irrelevant
digressions.

Asks provocative questions and gives new
examples to sustain the discussion and to
redirect it when necessary.

Clarifies ambiguous statements or seeks student
clarifization.

Attempts to bring non-participating students
into the discussion and to prevent its monopoly
by r few students.

Synthestres, Jr encourages students to synthesize,
the main points throughout and at the end of
the discussion.

ovides references for further study of the
topic and related issues.

PANEL DISCUSSIONS

(Suggested procedures which may be Appropriate)

The Teacher:

13

113
Planning

Develops with students a rationale for using panel
discussion.

Considers panel composition, e.g ability level and
group size, is relation tc anticipated goals.

Selects topics which are appropriate for panel
discussions, i.e., can best be aiscussed by smeral
people rather than one.

Frovides for students' interests and preference in
assf.gning the discussion topics.

Insures that the students involved in the panel are
prepared or have sofficient experience to present and
discuss the topic.

Explains to the panelists their responsibilities re:
both research and reporting.

Establishes a definite evaluation procedure.

Conducting the Panel

Arranges the physical environment to facilitate panel
discussion.

Explains the responsibilities cf the class during the
panel discussion.

Has students maintain the sane standards of discipline
and courtesy as they do for his own class rresentatior

Evaluates the panel dis.ussion according to the pre-
arrangA procedures.

USINC AUDIOVISUAL AIDS
(Suggested procedures which may be appropriate)

The Teacher:

Familiarizes himself, in advance, with the content



and appropriateness of AV materials.

Uses chalkboards, bulletin boards, overhead
projectors, maps, and other available aids
to reach the instructional goals.

Uses a variety of Audio-Visual materials to
complement, clarify, and add perspective to the
instruction.

Prepares the class for films, tapes, etc., by
indicaing R focus for viewing or listening.

Is prepared to use alternative procedures in
case of equipment failure.

Insures that the operation of Audio-Visual
equipment does not detract from its intended
purpose of facilitating teaching and learning.

TESTING PROCEDURES
(Suggested procedures which may be appropriate)

CONSTFUCTING TESTS

The Teacher:

Constructs each test item to measure a specified
behavior which corresponds with instructional
objectives.

Insures that the length of test is appropriate
to the time allowed.

Teacher constructs test questions and directions
which could be clear to the stuc:ents.

PREPARATION FOR TESTS

The Teacher:

Provides students with guides for study.

Reviews rajor points with students.

14

ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS

The Teacher:

Administers the test at an appropriate time.

Makes students aware of the relationship bet,7een the
test and the instructional objectives.

Specifies how the test will be evaluated.

Gives clear and complete instructions for taking
the test.

Makes allowance for students who complete the task
early.

Monitcrs the test to reduce distractions, provide
additional clarification,end discourage cheating.

Alerts all students of problems which develop and
require clarification.

Takes care of students' individual problems without
disturbing other students.

USING TEST RESULTS

The Teacher:

Uses test results to evaluate previous instruction and
formulate future instruction.

Uses test results c clarify and reinforce important
concepts.

Uses test results to reteach unlearned concepts of
skills.

Shows the students the relationship between their
achievement on the test and the aims of instruction,

PROBLEM SOLVING (BY THE INDUCTIVE TECHNIQUE)
( Suggested procedures which may be appropriate)



The Teacher:

Clearly identifies the problem (with the students.)

Identifies, or allows students to identify, skills,
concepts, and principles necessary for working
with the problem.

Provides materials and suggests resources foe
assembling appropriate evidence relevant
to the problem,

Directs student efforts in sifting. organizing,
and analyzing evidence.

Elicits tentative hypotheses for the problem,

Directs studerts in speculating about the
effectiveness of suggested hypotheses.

Channels student efforts in deciding on the
best possible solutions to the problem.

Develops with the students possible means of
implementing the solution.

Directs students in evaluating the problem
solving experience.

USING ORAL REPORTS
(Suggested procedures whfca may be e roprirte)

Preparation

The Teacher:

Screens topics to assure ttat they are relevant
and significant.

Clarifies for each student his responsibilities
regarding the breadth and depth of the repot.

Considers student intarest and ability in
determining the assigned topic.

Assigns only topics for which adequate information
is available.

15

Encourages students to use A-V devices in their
presentation.

Instructs students in some relevant rudimentary
public speaking techniques,

Establishes evaluative criteria and procedures and
corrunicates these to the class,

Allows for appropriate alternative acti,ities for
those students unable to give oral reports.

Presentaticn

The Teacher:

Informs Coe class of its responsibluities during
each report, e.g:, note taking, preparing questions,
listening attentively, evaluating the presentation.

Insures than the class is reedy to hear each report
by introducing the topic and relating it to the unit
as a whole.

Has audio-visual devices available for student use

Maintains the same standards of discipli-e and
respect toward the student reporter as he does for
his own presentations.

Allows time for relevant discussion and student
questions after the report.

Uses previously specified evaluation criteria and
procedures.

Evaluates the conteAt of the report as well as
presentaticn techniques.



*INTRODUCING A UNET
(Suggested procedures which may be appropriate)

The Teacher:

The teacher recognizes the importance of the
introduction and organizes and times the lesson
so that other activities do not detract.

Arouses student interest in the uuit by relating
it to other experiences, showing personal
enthusiasm, and providing for potentially
interesting student activities

Ascertains that purposes of the unit are cleat
to the students

Explains or develops with students their roles
in the unit and their responsibilities to the
material.

Relates the unit to previous units and overall
goals for the year

Utilizes instructional materials which enhance
introduction activities.

Discusses the ways and means for evaluating the
unit.

Sir,,CLARIZING A UNIT

(Suggested procedures which may be appropriate)

The Teacher:

Insures that students have understood the purpose
of the unit And its relation to the overall goals
of the course.

Provides for a synthesis of the more important
sections and activities of the unit

Provides for a synthesis of the more important
concepts and principles of this unit with
those of previous units.

Identifies any uncerta. ties about significant
aspects of the unit and provides clarification for
the class or individual students

Suggests additional materials and activities for
students specially interested in the topic

DemonstcateL awareness and approval of students'
accomplishments during the unit

frovides a smooth transition to the next unit,

SMALL CROUP WORK
(Suggested procedures which may be appropriate)

The Teacher:

Insures that the st..:_"ts are prepared or have
sufficient experience to discuss the topic

Utilizes small group work (1) to achieve expression
of individual opinions, (2) when small group
organization will facilitate project work (1) when
solutions to problems are sought, and (4) when
maximum student interaction is desired

Develops with the students a rationale for using
small groups for the particular lesson

Considers group composition, e g , ability level, sex,
and size in relation to anticipated goals,

Arranges the physical environment to facilitate small
group work.

Provides for additional instructional materials and
equipment for the students' use, e g , magazines,
hooks, chalkboards, records, etc

Explains the expected role and responsibilities of ear
student in the group.

*Bureau of Educational Research and Service, Memphis State
University
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Checks the progress of the groups to insure
that work is moving well.

When necessary, directs the progress of groups
by establishing good group dynamics,
sharpening their focus on the problem, or
pacing their activities.

Incorporates results of small group work
into other learning activities.

Gradually Increases students' responsibilities
in (1) topic selection, (2) organization,
(3) planning, and possibly (4) evaluation.
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EIGHIA GRADE SUGGESTED CLASSROOM RESOURCE MATERIAL

*Andtson, Howard R., Programmed Practice for This
Is America's Story. Houghton Mifflin Company.
(To be used at the teacher's disctetion.)

*Andetson, Vivienne, and Shufelt, Laura M., Your
America. Prentice Hall, Inc. (Adaptable to all

units.)

*Cutright, Prudence, et al., Living as World
Neighbor.. Macmillan Company. (Adaptable
to all units.)

**Cutrigh:, Prudence, et al., Living in the United
States. Macmillan Company.

*English Program fo: Juniot and Senior High Schools,
An Grades 7-12, Curriculum Guide. Memphis City
Schools.

*Glenzrock, Jay, Adv ..tures in America History.
Silver Burdett Company. (Adaptable to all units.)

*Hoffman, George W., Life 1n the Americas. Workbook,
Teacher's Edition, Steck-Vaughn Company.
(Adaptable to all units.

*James, Preston E., and Davis, Nelda, The Wide World.
Macmillan Company. (Adaptable to all units.)

ld

*Jones, Daisy M., and Cooper, J, Louis, From Actors
and Astronauts. Carper and Row. L I.

(Adaptable to Units I and V,)

**Jones, Daisy M., and Cooper, J. Louis, From Codes
to Captain* Harper and Row. L. 1.

(Adaptable to Units I, II, and V.)

**Jone3, Daisy M-, and Cooper, J. Louis, From Coins
to Kings, Harper and Row. L. I.

*McCracken, Glenn, and Walcutt, Charles C., Basic
Reading. J. B. Lippincott Ccmpany (8)

*Palter, R. R., Atlas of World History. Rand McNally.
(Adaptable to all Units.)

* *Russell, David H., et al., On Story Wings. Ginn
and Company. (Adaptable tc all Units.)

*Social Studies Curriculum Guide, Vol, I, Grades 7-12
Memphis City Schools.

**Vinton, Iris, Our Nation's Flinders. Charles E.
Merrill Books, Inc. (Adaptable to all units.)

* - One copy per teacher.
*A - Five copies pet teacher.



GENLRAL REsouRcr AATEVIALS

Resource materials are as invaluable aia
to the classroom teacher in providing for more
effective and more enriched learning experiences.
The use of hooks, pamphlets, new,:papers,
magazines, periodicals, maps, globes, charts,
,.apps, pictures, posters, t:Aldels, the over-
head projector, slides, films, fiirstrips,
radio, television, audio tapes, records, etc.
greatly intensify and make for more meaningful
learning experieaces. In order to assist the
Language Arts-Social Studies teacher in securing
resource materials, the following listings of
sources for such hateri.iis have been provided.

Catalogues for ga:!'t !,peakers:

0,CommulityResours,ts Dc.?ortnent of
Research and Puhlication-z, !c.

City School F'.

ilY0Arans Available
Films. TAlkstInstrationl. 1;oolAvt.s
Teachili,L,;kAn, pnblic Relations

Department, Southern Bell Telephoe
and Telegrap) Cor,pany, 1544 1,1disoc Aver'ie.

Memphis, Tennessee.

19

Cataladue for readin6 matLrial:

YnOish,
Grades 7-12, Dopartmont of
Instruction, Divlsioil of secondary
Crlacati Memphis City Schools.

Lists of transparency casters:

t!. S._ history i rains orcnc -v : 'sit. r_, 1'i: a

Lihriry, Division or :Aucational
leaph:s City Schools.

Sth, Fi in
Library, Divisi...1 of Education,..,

:1c7phis City Schools.

Source for letter vriting:

Tine t. ...Titan School, Apartado Postal N. 83,

Guatemala City, Guatemala, Central America.

Periodicals for currear

Current rvents ;.reric itioa Publications. . ,

1250 Pal mood Avenue, Celur.hus lb, Ohio.

1A9



Junior Review, Civic Education Service,
1733 K Street, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.

Junior Scholastic, Scholastic Magazines,
33 West 42nd Street, New Y)rk 36, New York.

Scope, Scholastic Magazines,
33 West 42nd Street, New York 3( , New York.

Catalogues for films:

*Educational Films, Division of Educational
Materials, Aemphts City Schools.

Modern Index and CuidetcLfree-Lodn
Educational Films for Schools, The
Classroom Service Department, Modern
Talking Picture Service, Inc.,
214 South Cleveland Street, Memphis,
Tennessee.

20

Programs AvailalL: without Cost: Films. Talks,
Demonstrations. aaoklets, Teaching Aids, Public
Relations Department, Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Compary, 1544 Madison Avenue, Memphis,
Tennessee.

Recommended paperbacI. books, magazines, and books:

1101,1ay_ Inn Mag:Alnefor Today:sTraveler.
Holiday Press, :781 Lamer Avenue,
Memphis, Tennes:.ee.

Tee_nA0A.J'ales

D. C. Heath anO. Company. L. 1-II, A.E.

AmertcarlAdventire Series
Harper and R,:w, Publishers. A.E.

Our Wonderful Waild
Spencer Division, Grollier Educe.ional Corporation.
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4TO0K5 ABOUT TENNESSEE AND HY TENNESSEE AUTHORS

Alderson, William T., ed.
Landmarks of Tennessee History,. Tennessee
Historical Society, Nashville, n. 1965. 54.00.

Bailey, Bernadine
Picture Book of Tennessee. Albert Whitman,
Chicago, c. 1952, 2nd Printing 1959. $1.!,0.

B'yce, Everett Robert

Unwanted Boy, The, Autobiography of Gov. Ben.
W. Hooper. University .f Tennessee Press,
Knoxville, c. 1963. $5.00.

Brooks, Maurice

APPalacians, The. Houghton Mifflin, Boston,
c. 1965. $6.95.

Bullard, Helen
Cumberland County's Firt Hundred Years.
Published by Centennial Committee, Crossville,
Tennessee, c. 1956. $5.00, printed by Williams
Printing Co., Nashville, Tennessee.

Campbell, Carlos C.

Birth of a National Park in the Great Smoky
Mountains. University of Tennessee Press,
Knoxville, c. 1960. $5.00.

Carr, John

Early Times in Middle Tennessee. Eyewitness
Accounts. Parthenon Press, Nashville, Tennessee,
c. 1857, reprinted 1958. $3.00.

Caudill, Rebecca

Far-off Land. The. Viking Press, New York,
c. 1964. $3.50.

Coit, Margaret L.

Andrew Jackson. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston,
c. 1965. $3.50.

Crabb, Albred Leland

Dinner at Belmont, A novel of captured Nashville.
Bobbe-Merrill, c. 1942, Reprinted 1965.

21

151
Ceeekmote, Betsey Beeler

Arrows to Atoms - The Story of East Tennessee.
Universit of Tennessee Press, Knoxville, 1959.

Dykeman, Wilma
French Bread, The. University of Tennessee Press,
Knoxville, c. 1955, 4th printing 1965. $5.50.

Dykeman, Wilma
Ta73 Woman The. Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Ne. Fork, c. 1962. $4.95.

Elliott, .iazie P.
Early History of Nashville. Originally published
by the Board of Education, Nashville, 1911.
Nashille Public Library, c. 1963. $3.95.

Farrar, Rowena Rutherford
Bend Your Heads All. Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
New York, c. 1965. $5.95.

Fort, John
Make Way for the Great. Benson Printing Co.,
Nashville, c. 1950.

Foster, G. Allen

Impeached, President who almost Lost his job.
Criterion Books, New Yolk, c. 1964. $3.95.

Frantz, "abel Goode

Full Many a Name, the Story of Sam Davis.
McCowat-Mercer Press, Jackson, Tennessee, c.
1961. $3.95.

Gage, Wilson

Bi& Blue Island. World Publishing Company,
Clevciand, c. 1964. $3.50.

Gersol, Noel B.

Slender Reed. The. Biographical novel of
James Knox Polk, 11th President of the United
States. Doubleday, New York, c. 1965. $5.95.



Govan, Gilbert E.
Cnattanooga Country From '..mahaiiks to TVA, The
University of North Carolina Press, c. 1952.
Revised 1963 by University of rhattanooga.

Govan, Christine Noble
Mystery at Rock City. Steal% Publishing Co,,
New York, c. 1960, 2nd printing 1962. $2.75.

Govan, Christine Noble
Number 5 Hackbe' :ry Street. World Publishing Co.,
Cleveland, c, 1964. $3.41.

Heisler, L. R.

Mushrooms of Great Smokies, a field guide
to some mushr.o..s and their relatives.
University of Tennessee Press, Knoxville, e,
1960. c5 50.

Hcod's Nashville Campaign
Full story of Franklin and Nashville, cavalry
operations, human interest stories by leading
cxperte, from the Civil war :Imes, illustrated.

Kane, Harnett T.
Picture Story of the Confederary,A. lotht t+,
Lee and Shepard, New York, c. 1965. $3.50.

Knox, John Ballenger
People of Tennessee The, A study of population
trends. University of Tennessee Press, Knoxville,
c. 1949. $3.00.

Lomask, Milton
Andy Johnson, Tailor who became President.
Ariel Books, New Y y, c. 1962. $2.95.

McMahan, Nail B.
Mystery of Old Stone Fort, Tennessee Book Co.,
Nashville, c. 1965.

Main, Hildrea Miles

Footprints. Steck Co., Austin, Texas, c. 1957.
$2.50.
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Martin, Christopher
Yo'ar National Parks: Cremt Smoky Mcu.asins,
G. P. Putnam's Solis, New York, c. 1965. $3.29.

Remini, Robert V.
Election of Andrew Jackson, The. Lippincott
Co., New York, c, 1963. $4.50.

Se4em, Bill
Frontier President: James K. ?olk. Ives Washburn
Inc., .New Yotk, c. 1965. $3.9:

Seymour, Digby Goiclor
Divided Loyaltieh, F:uc Sanders and the Civil
War in East Tennes',ec. University of Tennessee
Press, Knoxvili.e, c, 1963, $7.50-

Sheppard, Muriel Earley
Cabins in the Laurel. University of North
Carolina Press, Chapel Pill, c. 1935, :th
printing 1965. $5.95,

Steele, William O.
Trail Through Uanger. Hart-Airs Brace, New York,
c. 1965. 53.25.

O.

Westward Adventure, Ire, story of Six pioneers.
Harcourt, Brace 5 World, New York, C. 1962, $3,25.

Stupka, Arthur

:lutes on the Birds of Great Smoky Mountain Nations
Park. University of Tennessee Press, Knoxville, c
1963. $3.00.

Stup'ea, Arthur

Trees, Shrubs and Woody Vines of Great Smoky
Mountain National Park. University of Tennessc:
Press, Knoxville, 1964.

Tennessee Historical Markers Erected by tha Tennessee
Historial Commission. Tennessee Historical
Commission, Nashville, n. 1Y$2.



Three Pioneer Tennessee Documents
Donelson's Journal
CumbetlAnd Compact_
Mintves of Cumbsrlat! Clutt, The Tennessee
Historical ComrA,:tlon, Nashville, c. 1964.

Van, Aatguerite
Jacksons of Tennessee The E. P. Dutton 6
Co., New York, c, 1953, 4th Printing 19C3.
$3.75.

*These books are available in all libraries
serving junior high students.
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RECOMMENIED READING FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL AMERICAN HISTORY

Books for General Use

Adams, James T. Album of American Histoa. Scribner. Buck, Pearl. The Good Earth.

Adams, James T. Atlas of American History.. Scribner. Carpenter. Allan. Enchantment of America State Book:.
Childrens Press. (This series includes volumes on

Adams, James T. Dictionary of American Illtory. approximately forty-five states.)

Scribner.
Cavannn, Frances, Meet the iresidan%s. Macrae, 1965.

Adams, James T. March of Demcdracy. Scribner.

Allen, F. L. Cnly Yesterday: kn. Informal

Hi:,tpry of the 1920's.

Alien, F. L Since Yesterday: 'he Nineteen-
Thi.rLies in America.

Clemens, Samuel. The Ad'v'entures of fldekleberry Finn.

Harper.

Clemens, Saruel. The Adventures, of jerl r. Harper.

Clemens, Samuel. Fwep.iy Years at ;1011 If2j1t1.

Amer).can Heritage. The Golder Boo;. of Amer.iea; Rena J. A7yr1c2n History in Art. 1966.

Stories from Cur Country's rst. Golden, L957.
Considine, doh and Lassen, Ted. :Thirty SecGnds Over

American Heritage. The Great 4Ist. American Tokyo. Random House.

Herita:re.

American Heritage. Naval Battbrs and Heroes.
A.Ilerican Heritage, 1960.

Americzn Heritage. The Presie?ncy, American
Heritage, 1964.

Antin, Mary. The Promised Larl. Houghton.
Deutsch, Babette. !alt Whitmyr: Builder for America.

Bielawski, Joseph G. Hy Cowart U.S.A. Golden, Mesner.
1967.

Crana, Stephen. The Red Badge of Coura. Watts.

Cronyn, George W. A Prier on Communism. Dutton.

Dalgiesh. Alice Tide on the 1:ind. Scribner.

Davidson, Marshall. Life in America. 1951.

Bliveni, "race. The Story of ;_Day. Rando,a
Hr 'e.

Bontehga, Arna. Stott of the Negro. Knopf, 1555.

Durant, .1ohn. Pictorial History of .,,,urir..an Presidents.

Barnes, 1955.

Everuan's United :brtions. United Nations Office of
Information.

Brady, Matthew. Historian Wilt a Camera. Crown. Faulkner, Harold. and Herbert C. Posenthal. Visual
IM5tory of the CA1ted States, 2nd Edition, 1961.

Prown, Harriett H. America 12ily CounL1..
Houghton, 1955.
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Friedel, Frank. The Splendid Little War. Little, Brown.



Gait, Tom. Haw the United Nations Works. Crowell. Miers, Earl S. Our Fifty States. Grosset, 1961.

Graham, Shirley, and Lipscomb, George D. Dr. George
Washington Carver: Scientist.

Harlow, Alvin F. Theodore Roosevelt: Strenuous
American.

Hersey, John. Hiroshima. Knapf.

Hoyt, Edwin P. Grover Cleveland. Reilly and Lee.

Hughes, Langston. Famous American Negroes, Dodd,
1954.

Hughes, Langston. Famous Negro Heroes of
America. Dodd, 1958.

Information Please Almanac. Simon and Schuster.

Johnson, Gerald W. America Grows No. Morrow.

Iohrson, Gerald W. The Congress. Morrow, 1963.

Johnson, Gerald W. The Presidency. Morrow, 1962.

Johnson, Gerald W. The Supreme Court. Morrow, 1962.

Judson, Clara i. City.Neighbor. Scribner.

Judson, Clara I. Soldier Doctor: the Story. of
William Gorgas. Scribner.

Lawson, Robert. Watchwords of 1,1berty: a pageant
of American Quotations. Little, 1957.

Link, Arthur S. Yoodrow Wilson, A Brief
Biography,.

McConnell, Jane. Our First Ladies: From Martha
Washington to Lady Bird Johnson. Crowell, 1964.

Meadowcreft, Enid La Monte. Land of, the Free.
Crowell, 1961.
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Miers, Earl S. The Rainbow Book af American Histoly.
World, 1955.

Mitchell, Margaret. Gone 4ith the Wind. Macmillan, 1939

Morgan, James. Our Presidents. Macmillan, 1958.

Morris. Richard B. Voices from America's Dutton,
1963.

National Geographic Society. Our Country's Presidents.
National Geographic, 1966.

Nicholay, Helen. Bridge of Water: the Story of
Panama and the Canal.

Nordhoff, Charles and Hall, James Norman. Falcons
of France. Little, Brown.

Osoada, Arita Children of the A-Bomb. Putnam.

Over There: The Story of America's First Great Overseas
CrnsaJe, Little, Brown.

Peare, Catherine Owens. The F.D.R. Story. Crowell.

Pictorial Encyclopedia of American History_. Childrens'

Purdy, Claire Lee. ligmtartalleyIRR Sing: the Story- of
Stephen Foster. Messner.

Rachlis, Eugene and Einers, John C. Isdians of the
Plains. American Heritsge Company.

Reynolds, Quentin. The Fright Brothers: Pioneers
of American Aviation.

Roosevelt, Eleanor. This I Remember.

Sandburg, Carl. Storm Over the A Profile of he
Civil War. Harcourt, 1942.



Schary, D Sunrise at Campobello.

Scoggin, Margaret C. Battle Stations. Knopf.

Skippen, Katherine B. Miracle in Motion: The Story
of America's Industry. Harper.

Skippen, Katherine B. Passage to America. Harper.

Snyder, Louis L. First Book of World War II. Watts.

Stallings, Lawrence. The Great War.

Stearns, Raymond P. (ed.). pageant of America,
U.S. Pubs.

Stevenson, Augusta. Scenes from American
History.. Houghton.

Stratton, Madeline R. Negroes Who helped..Build
America. Ginn, 1965.

Wade, Mary. The Master Builders. Little, Brown.

Wellman, Paul. Indian Wars and Warriors. Houghton.

Wellman, Paul. Race to the G(ldea Spike. Houghton.

Wood, Laira. Walter Reed: Doctor in Uniform. Messner.

World Almanac and Book of Facts (annual edition).
New York World-Telegram and the Sun.

World War 11. Life Magazine.

Other supplementary reading lists will bR
provided by the Board of Education. Library
Service Division.
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Unit One

Adams, Samuel. The Pony Express. Random, 1950.

Allen, Lorenzo. Fifer for the Union. Morrow, 1964.

Allen, Merritt. Blow Bugles Blow. Longmans, 1956.

Allen, Merritt. Johnny Reb. Longmans, 1952.

Altsheler, Joseph. The Star of Gettysburg.
Appleton, 1915.

American Heritage. Abraham Lincoln in Peace
and War. American Heritage, 1964.

American Heritage. American Heritage Picture
History of the Civil War. Doubleday, 1960.

American Heritage. The Battle of Gettysburg.
American Heritage, 1963.

American Heritage. The California Gold Rush.
Amer , !an Heritage, 1961.

Bakeless, John. The Adyencures of Lewis and Clark.
Houghton, 1962.

Blair, Walter. Tall Tale American: A legendary History
of Our Humorous Heroes. Coward, 1944.

Bowman, James C. Mike Fink. Little, 1957.

Bowman, James C. Pecos Bill, the Greatest Cowboy of
All Time. Whitlan, 1937.

Burchard, Peter. Jed; the Story of a Yankee Soldier
and a Southern Boy. Coward, 1960.

Burchard, Peter. North by Night. Coward, 1962.

Carter, Nodding. Robert E. Lee and the Road of Honor.
Random, 1955.

Castor, Henry. The First Book of the War with Mexico.
Watts, 1964

Calton, Bruce. This Hallowed Ground; the Story. of
American Heritage. The Golden rook of the Civil the Union Side of the Civil War. Joubleday, 1962.

War. Golden, 1961.
Colt, Margaret. The Fight for Uniou. Houghton, 1961.

Aerican Heritage. Ironclads of the Civil War.
American Heritage, 1964. Collmager, Henry S. Aperica's Robert E. Lee. Houghton,

1951.
American Heritage. Steamboats on the Mississippi.

AAerican Heritage, 1962. Daniels, Jonathan. Ifostlx, Gray Ghost of the Confederacy_

Lippincott, 1959.
American Heritage. Texas and the War with lexlco.

American Heritage, 1961. Daniels, Jonathan. Robert E. Lee. Houghton, 1960.

Andrist, Ralph and Hanna, Archibald. the Daniels, Jonathan. Stonewall Jackson. Random, 1959.
California Gold Rush. American Heritage, 1961.

Daringer, Helen. :Lary MontRomery,_Rebol. Harcou.-t,
Aulaire, Ingrid. ALrahan Lincoln. Doubleday, 1957. 1948.
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